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21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel).

Okay, Members.

We shall bring

22

the Budget and Finance meeting to order.

23

after 9:00 and we posted for a 9:00 a.m. meeting.

24

Let the record show this morning we have Mr. Kane,

25

Mr. Arakawa, Mr. Carroll, Ms. Johnson, Mr. Molina,
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1

Mr. Nishiki, and Ms. Tavares.

2

Mr. Kawano.

3

Excused is

Members, you have handed out this morning by

4

the Committee staff that I can tell you worked very,

5

very long hours Saturday and Sunday to draft the

6

Chairman's proposal that is presented to you this

7

morning.

8

from the Mayor James "Kimo" Apana dated the 19th of

9

April on the net certification of -- net taxable

Also, you have I believe a transmittal

10

real property, whereby he is informing the Council

11

of a 3,059,458 additional funds after certification

12

and his recommendations for your consideration on

13

where those monies may be appropriated by the

14

Council.

15

However, before we start, I'd like to just

16

give you a few comments.

17

aware of the financial obligations of this County in

18

the years 2004 and '05.

19

certification which was submitted on the 19th shows

20

an increase of 3-plus million dollars over the

21

month -- the Mayor's 2003 budget proposal.

22

your Chairman, would caution you in considering any

23

reduction in the real property tax rates.

24
25

I think you're very well

Again, Members, a

I, as

The short term reduction, as your Chairman, I
feel is not fiscally sound when we are already
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1

informed of the significant increases of our very

2

near future needs.

3

areas of my great concern, health care premiums,

4

retirement system contributions, collective

5

bargaining.

6

contract, we will see shortly new agreements for

7

Fire Fighters, SHOPO, HGEA, and UPW.

8

what we feel is the appropriate authorization for

9

additional staffing in public safety areas, I would

And, again, I share with you the

Since we are in the fourth year of the

Except for

10

recommend you consider limited term appointments

11

until we make a determination that the needs exist

12

and the future year ongoing costs are reasonable,

13

because it will be a required cost year after year.

14

Now, under my proposal, Members, you will see

15

that I have reduced bond revenue by $8.3 million.

16

Now, this was made possible by moving certain

17

projects from bond to cash, as well as the

18

Chairman's opinion that certain projects are not

19

ready for financial support and that I will not be

20

recommending Central Maui Soccer Complex, Pu'unene

21

Motorsports Park, Lahaina Soccer Fields, and the

22

Wailuku Municipal Parking projects.

23

I've recommended a reduction in the CIP by

24

$4.6 million.

25

Members, that the Central Maui Youth Center be

I'm also recommending to you,
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1

considered for approval in the Budget Ordinance but

2

be left out -- out of the Bond Ordinance

3

authorization.

4

Administration come back to Council and this

5

Committee with the details on what actually will be

6

built with the funding and whether or not it is the

7

appropriate amount for us to appropriate.

8

again, we have all learned very well from our West

9

Maui Senior Center project, which went from 2

10

This will again have the

And

million to 3.4.

11

Now, under the area of roads, which we have

12

heard through our various district meetings of our

13

residents' concerns in each area of the County, I

14

have recognized that as a major concern.

15

will see in part of the staffing requirements, that

16

the Chairman will be recommending the authorization

17

of the two engineering positions that are being

18

requested for Public Works, and because of the

19

significant amount of road projects that I am

20

supporting, I will be also recommending that we

21

consider a General Fund transfer of $700,000 to the

22

Highway Fund to expedite and accelerate the road

23

repaving projects in this County.

24
25

As you

Now, the proposal for Fiscal Year 2003 has
requested 40.2 expansion positions.

I've reduced
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1

that number to 25.2.

2

your Chairman of the new positions and the ongoing

3

costs is a major concern of mine.

4

considered and we will ask you to support the

5

funding of one Battalion Chief in the Department of

6

Fire Control to expedite the development and

7

implementation of a strategic plan as recommended by

8

the Department's recent assessment.

9

Again, the concern of my -- as

However, I have

Now, my recommendation for the additional

10

revenue from real property tax due to the increase

11

valuations includes reducing the Bond Fund in CIP by

12

transferring the projects to cash, as I mentioned

13

earlier.

14

road improvements, as well as increasing the

15

appropriation for self-insurance.

16

areas that we have talked about.

17

that future requirements, and I will ask you to give

18

it your consideration to support.

19

I'm recommending increasing the district

I think these are
You're aware of

I will give each of you some time this

20

morning shortly during the Committee recess to

21

review the proposal from the Chair as well as each

22

individual Member that made their proposals.

23

will be your individual responsibilities to check

24

the entries and to make sure that they're

25

incorporated correctly.

If not, please notify the
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1

Committee staff as soon as possible so we -- so that

2

we may be able to make those adjustments.
Now, we will review the proposals before we

3
4

request any department to return, and it is my

5

intention as we started last year to get a consensus

6

on a working number for each element of the proposal

7

instead of taking votes, and we will take the vote

8

at the end of the review when we have a Committee

9

balanced budget proposal.

10

Now, the rest of the week, as I have been

11

able to determine, I believe we can meet 9:00 to

12

4:30 every day with a morning break and an afternoon

13

break and a 90-minute lunch recess.

14

remind you that we do have a real property tax

15

hearing on Tuesday the 30th at 6:30 p.m. that will

16

be conducting by the Acting Chairman, Mr. Kane, and

17

depending upon the level of consensus we reach this

18

week, will definitely determine the amount of hours

19

we need for week.

20

Next week I

We need to complete our decision making by

21

the 2nd of May, Thursday, and we'll have a meeting

22

on Monday the 6th for any corrections that are made

23

during that last decision-making meeting held on the

24

2nd.

25

A field tax public hearing and the
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1

three-member public hearing are scheduled for

2

Monday, May 20th.

3

tax hearing and first reading at this time is

4

scheduled for Tuesday, May 21st, with second and

5

final reading scheduled for the 30th of May,

6

Thursday.

7

comments this morning?

8
9

Reconvening of the real property

Are there any questions to the Chair's

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay, Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah.

You know, when I read this

morning's paper and saw the $3 million higher than

10

projected tax coming into this County, I can only

11

remind people today -- my fellow Council Members

12

that I'm sure that a lot of you have been receiving

13

calls about higher valuations and the concern, and

14

in it, this morning's paper, and apparently from

15

Mr. Lo, he mentioned about higher valuations,

16

especially coming in the resort areas and East Maui.

17

I would really want to have Mr. Lo come in and

18

explain to us about this.

19

Now, you mentioned to us today that you would

20

caution us about the spending of these additional

21

revenues, Mr. Chairman.

22

the Mayor has put out what he wants to spend the

23

additional revenues for.

24

would like -- and I know that Charmaine has talked

25

about it off the record with me, about looking at

I guess my

my concern is

Personally, myself, I
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1

lowering property tax, because I don't think that we

2

can -- and I don't know.

3

our legal attorney, whether we can actually -- we

4

have the power to lower valuations, and maybe I can

5

get some answers either from you or from our legal

6

attorney.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'd like to know this from

We will have our Committee legal

8

representative research that and bring a response

9

back.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Now, I guess you've presented to

11

us your spending plan, and under your spending plan,

12

is that spending plan higher than the

13

Administration?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

tax rates?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, it is not.
Did you look at possibly lowering

Yes, but then again, Mr. Nishiki, I will

18

not get caught up in the old way of showing cash,

19

trying to present an opportunity to lower rate and

20

then yet borrow the hell out of the bonds.

21

deceptive to me.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That is

I understand, but I think the

23

concern that I think I have, anyway,

I won't speak

24

for the rest of the Members, is the fact that

25

people's assessments have gone up.

So if there is
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1

any deception, the deception is telling people that

2

your property tax rates are not raised, but yet when

3

the taxpayer looks at what he or she is dishing out

4

because of higher valuation levels, that's the big

5

deception, that they're actually paying more.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

10
11

That is correct, Mr. Nishiki.
And -- and --

There is no deception that people are

paying more.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

-- and that to me is something

that I like answers from this Administration.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You want real valuation not to increase?

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I'd like to see exactly where it

14

is, because, you know, generally it seems like, from

15

what is being represented -- and we've invested in

16

these so-called -- in property tax especially, they

17

said that they can press buttons and -- and show us

18

perhaps where the valuations have gone up.

19

surely interest, because I think that, especially

20

from South Maui I've been receiving concern and also

21

from West Maui.

22

I'm

So I'd like to see the justification, I

23

guess, and so that would be my request, that we

24

being that the Mayor has presented this, this

25

Administration, I'd like to see where this extra $3
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1

million is being generated from/ who are the people

2

that are actually paying that extra/ and I think

3

it's a fair question to ask the Administration.

4

that would be my request.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So

And we'll forward that request/

6

Mr. Nishiki.

Again/ the Chair will not bring back

7

any Department until after we go through the

8

proposal.
Okay/ Members/ I ask you on the line

9

10

breakdown/ look at the last page.

You will see one

11

Member/ Ms. Tavares/ that presented a balanced

12

proposal.

13

proposals and consider how you would like to

14

consider balancing your proposal with the budget.

15

Take into account the $3 million that you were not

16

informed of till late Friday afternoon is punched

17

into this bottom line numbers.

So I would ask you to take a look at your

So we have a big range from zero/

18
19

Ms. Tavares/ to a high of Ms. Johnson of $9 million

20

off.

21

back at 10:30 and start the budget deliberations.

22

Recess till 10:30.

So take a look at it and we'll bring -- come

(Gavel) .

9:20 a.m.

23

RECESS:

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10: 34 a.m.

(Gavel).

We shall reconvene the Budget and
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1

Finance Committee meeting of the 15th -- excuse me,

2

the 22nd of April.
Members, before we start our deliberations,

3
4

we do have a request for written testimony, so 11m

5

going to ask Ms. Lisa Schattenburg-Raymond to come

6

and address the Committee with her comments this

7

morning.

8

make yourselves known now, come forward to the front

9

of the chambers and fill out a form and weIll be

Anyone else wishing to testify, please

10

able to call you in the order that it is received.

11

Members, once we conclude this portion, the

12

Chair will be closing the testimony portion and then

13

weIll start onto our deliberations of the Fiscal

14

Year 2003 Budget.

15

Okay.

.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

16

17

Mrs. Schattenburg-Raymond.

MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND:

Aloha, Council Members.

I know

18

you have a lot on your plate today, so 1111 be

19

brief.

20

The first one is that I want to support Council Alan

21

Arakawa and Jo Anne Johnsonls proposal to locate the

22

Boundless Playground next to the Central Maui Youth

23

Center, rather than between the Maui Nui Botanical

24

Gardens and the YMCA.

25

I have two items to testify on this morning.

Since July 1st of this -- of last year the
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1

Maui Nui Botanical Gardens has been restoring and

2

expanding the Botanical Gardens, and this

3

26-year-old garden was the first in the State to

4

grow native Hawaiian plants exclusively.

5

the only garden in the State to be located on a

6

coastal dune system and it offers conservation

7

potential that cannot be found in other gardens.

8
9

It is also

In the last nine months we have been actively
supporting community and conservation projects and

10

have given away over 1,500 native plants for

11

beautification and restoration programs.

12

provided job training and volunteer opportunities

13

for dozens of individuals of all ages, some with

14

physical and mental handicaps.

15

We have

So far this year we have been awarded $50,000

16

in grants.

17

Atherton, Baldwin, and Castle Foundations and also

18

the Ho'okupu Fund of the Hawaii Community

19

Foundation.

20

donations.

21

We've received some support from the

Last we're we received $70,000 in grant

We have given educational tours to hundreds

22

of people from kindergarten to senior citizens.

23

have hosted numerous activities, including four

24

regular play groups, an adult handicap group, the

25

Maui Sierra Club annual meeting, and the Punana Leo
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o Maui Ho'omau fund-raiser.

2

support of the gardens by the community in this

3

short time has been phenomenal.

4

indication of the future potential and the impact

5

that the Botanical Gardens will have on our

6

community.

The interest and

This is an

7

When Maui Community College makes its

8

transition to a four-year university, the Botanical

9

Gardens will be of additional value as an extension

10

of the campus.

The gardens will support many

11

educational programs, including environmental

12

research and conservation, Hawaiian ethnobotany,

13

agriculture biology, and more.

14

an associate's degree in ethnobotany is being worked

15

on by the community college, and in all of this that

16

we have done over the last nine months, we have not

17

even begun to tap the visitor industry.

18

waiting for the garden to improve before we do that,

19

but that will happen later this year.

In fact, currently

We are

20

So please consider that with our current

21

success and our future potential, the four-acre

22

former keiki zoo site presents our only opportunity

23

for future expansion.

24

Avenue, the Youth Center, the preserve sand dune,

25

and the YMCA.

We are bound by Kanaloa

Our five-acre site is very small for
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1

a botanical garden with the potential to engage in

2

the important conservation work that we are capable

3

of.
The Boundless Playground will be a fabulous

4
5

and welcome addition to any park or community on

6

Maui.

7

in Keopuolani Park --

With the recent loss of several playgrounds

8

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

9

MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND:

it would be a wonderful

10

replacement.

11

very active park with many ballfields, and the Maui

12

Nui Botanical Gardens is the only passive recreation

13

site in the park.

14

wind protection and a lot of families come and use

15

that area for recreation.

16

The Keopuolani Park is very -- is a

The gardens provide shade and

The second item I want to testify to is Alan

17

Arakawa's proposal to increase our budget by

18

$20,000.

19

funding of $100,000.

20

our budget request into the Mayor's office, it was

21

October and it was right after September 11th and

22

the economy looked very bad and so we sent in a

23

reduced amount in light of that, but given our

24

recent success and our future potential, that that

25

$20,000 would really come in handy and help us out a

That would make us level with last year's
When we asked -- when we sent
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3
4

5

16

lot this year.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.
Questions for the testifier?

Okay.

start with Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Thank you.

You mentioned the size

6

of your Botanical Garden.

7

botanical garden is in acres in Honolulu?

8
9

We'll

MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND:

Do you know how big the

Honolulu Botanical Gardens is a

series of five botanical gardens which is

10

administered out of the Foster Botanical Gardens,

11

and I believe that one is about 14 acres.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

What would not want you to go in

13

the direction of starting a botanical garden in

14

another area of Maui?

15

you're in certain plants probably would not thrive

16

due to the salt content, so you may want to look at

17

other areas where you don't have that problem where

18

you could foster, you know, more botanicals.

19

would you not look at -- into this direction?

20

MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND:

Because in the area that

Why

Well, one of the great things

21

about the Botanical Garden is that it is actually on

22

a sand dune system near the coast, and there are no

23

other botanical gardens in the State that are

24

located in this type of habitat, so we can do

25

conservation work of coastal and dry forest species
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which is not being done in other botanical gardens.
So this is a huge asset for the garden, and I

2
3

have a map here of the location, and this area here

4

is the sand dune, and when we created the Maui

5

Botanical Garden Master Plan we have a proposal in

6

there for cons -- future conservation of the dune

7

system, which is the last remaining publicly owned

8

sand dune we have on this island.

9

resource that -- it can only be -- we can only

So that is also a

10

restore it, but we canlt do it -- anything else in

11

that dune system.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

So you can ultimately go

13

on the dune system if there is a plan that can be

14

accepted?

15

MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND:

Yeah.

Weld like in the future

16

be able to maybe establish some gene banks of rare

17

dune species in there, because so many of the dune

18

systems are now golf courses and built in, so we

19

have few habitats like this left.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

22

Mr. Kane?

23

Mr. Molina?

24
25

Thank you.
Ms. Tavares, any questions?

Mr. Arakawa?

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Johnson?

Thank you very much for coming this morning.
MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND:

Thank you.
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18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We have one more person that has

2

signed up for testimony this morning, Members.

3

is Mr. Jim Smith.

4

Mr. Smith is our last person that has requested to

5

testify this morning.

6

time anyone wishing to give testimony, please

7

note -- make yourself known so that we can

8

accommodate and give you your opportunity.

Okay, Members, at this point

The Chair offers one last

Mr. Smith.

9
10

It

MR. SMITH:

Chairperson Hokama, Members of the Budget

11

Committee, my name is Jim Smith.

12

Haiku.

13

comments of the previous speaker.

14

historically the Maui Zoo was supposed to be larger

15

than it is by Master Plan, and that change was made

16

when the keiki zoo organization sought to develop

17

property for a keiki zoo.

18

original zoo footprint was then used as a part of

19

the keiki zoo.

20

I'm a resident of

I would like to follow up on some of the
I think

I believe a part of the

I think now more than ever we need to

21

preserve the open space for that area.

22

inclination to build buildings for youth and -- et

23

cetera, when really open space seems to me to be

24

more supportive of our culture and our climate.

25

would ask that you review Items 680 and 681 as they
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1

look -- as they seem possibly to be contradictory,

2

but I would ask you to think rather than eliminating

3

that parcel of land from I believe the passive use

4

of a garden, and especially in light of success of

5

the Maui Botanical Garden, to keep that parcel

6

available for that organization if they are

7

succeeding, in the sense that it was originally

8

intended to be open and a passive area.

9

Second, I would like to make a remark about

10

our current economic climate.

It seems to me a

11

large percentage of working people are on the poorer

12

end, and it would be nice if your budget reflected

13

more of a focus on the food needs, the basic needs,

14

the health needs, and that could be done by

15

increasing appropriations, for example, to the Maui

16

Community Clinic or to even the Food Bank.

17

does not seem to be

18

reflective a possible increase -- dramatic increase

19

in the needs of food for people, and if -- and this

20

Council can make a statement in that direction, and

21

I hope that you would -- performing arts I see are

22

getting -- there's a lot of economic development

23

monies, but seems to me the basics should equal at

24

least that amount in terms of medical facilities

25

available and foods for the poor.

This

$150,000 does not seem to be

Thank you very
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much.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions for Mr. Smith this morning?

3

4
5

Thank you.

none, thank you very much, Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH:

Thank you .
. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

6

7

Seeing

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, seeing there's no other

8

request for testimony this morning, the Chair is

9

closing this portion of the agenda, so testimony is

10

closed.

11

Members.

12

that you need for clarification?

13

original proposal prior to the certification was

14

273,294,376.

15

of 268,048,834, or approximately five and

16

one-quarter million dollars less than

17

Administration.

18
19
20

We'll move forward to the worksheets,
Before we start, is there any questions
Again, the Mayor's

Your chairman is recommending a budget

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Could you just repeat your number

again, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I am proposing a budget of 268,048,834.

21

Okay, Members, can we move to the worksheets,

22

please, that staff has worked hard to prepare for

23

your use this morning.

24

is the Mayor's proposal on immediate left column

25

after the description, then the Chair's proposal,

Basically what you will have
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1

and then any member who had a recommendation or a

2

suggestion on that specific area.
If we can go under estimated revenues, unless

3
4

there is -- at this point I would just ask that we

5

use the working number of the certified amount that

6

we received Friday afternoon.
Any objections to that, Members?

7

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay.

That will show the additional 3.059

10

million from Mayor Apana's transmittal that Mr. Lo

11

certified for us.
At this point, Members, I would ask that we

12

13

make no changes under the circuit breaker current

14

services areas.

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any objections?

No objections.

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, again, I

17

appreciate Ms. Johnson taking to heart the

18

Chairman's concern.

19

an adjustment in the TAT revenue estimate for the

20

following year.

21

recommendation, which was to do a slight decrease.

22

You will notice I didn't make

Ms. Johnson did make one

Any comments, or the Chair would recommend at

23

this point we leave it as the original proposal as

24

the working number.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

Ms. Johnson?
The only reason I did it was
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1

because I believe that occupancy is going to be down

2

and, I mean, it may be significantly more than

3

250,000 less, but at this point it's speculation.

4

So I have no problem.

5

budget, it's not a significant number, so I have no

6

problem leaving our working number as it is.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

It's not -- in the overall

Thank you.

8

And, again, Members, we are aware that even

9

though Maui has rebounded and responded well after

10

9/11, the rest of the State is at different

11

velocities of catchup, and as we understand the TAT,

12

it was just based on the Maui revenues, and 11m

13

looking at some ladies that I assume would concur,

14

that the number would be slightly different on the

15

advantage of the County since it is a total and then

16

the formula is applied, this is the Council of

17

Revenue's best guess estimate as of the March

18

proposal or recommendation of the revenue.

19

Chair is recommending we leave that in, and that

20

amount is $18.25 million.

21

So the

The Chair would recommend also, Members, that

22

we believe the Public Service Company Tax flat at

23

4.6 million,

24

million, fuel and franchise taxes at 12.97 million,

25

and special assessments, that we leave it at 1.677

licenses permits and others at 14.342
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23

million.
Any objections to that, Members?

2

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair?

Mr. Kane.
The Public Service Company Tax, that

6

is a rounded number or did we actually collect just

7

a little bit more, like about $60,000 more than

8

what's being shown?

9

to the Budget.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Thank you.

If we can direct that question

Budget Director.

Mr. Chair, we do not have the exact figure

12

that's been collected for Fiscal Year '02, but we

13

have communicated with the major contributors for

14

the Public Service Company Tax, and that's how we

15

estimated the 4.6 number.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

One other --

Yes, Mr. Kane.
final note, Mr. Chair.

That

19

number will be an exact number come our next cycle,

20

because then we'll have a full year, because we're

21

not finished with this fiscal year yet?

22
23

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Yes.

This is an estimated amount that we

will be getting from the Public Service Company Tax.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you.

Any other questions at
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1

this point?

2

23, Ms. Tavares did have a proposal regarding the

3

Highway Beautification Fund, where I believe we do

4

have a ceiling of $5 overall or a 100 percent

5

increase, and I believe her proposal is a 100

6

percent increase, but it is still below the maximum

7

ceiling allowed, which is 5, so Ms. Tavares's

8

proposal would bring it up to I believe $4.

9

If you will notice, Members, on line

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

MS. KOLLER:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MS. KOLLER:

Yes.

Mr. Chair?
Yes, Ms. Koller.
If I could make a correction.

The staff put

13

the $240,000 for the revenue on that on this line.

14

That is a revolving fund, and so this number should

15

be deleted.

16
17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Special Assessment Appendix Portion A.

18

MS. YOSHIMURA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MS. YOSHIMURA:

21
22
23

And we'll bring that up under the

Mr. Chair?
Budget Director.
It should be reflected on page 25 of the

Budget Ordinance, which is part 2 of Appendix A.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Part 2.

Okay.

Thank you.

And again, Members, we will take that portion

24

up when we reach that section of the budget.

25

you have something for us right now, Ms. Tavares?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Well, I just would -- if you would

2

like me to explain why I put it in now, or I can

3

wait until we discuss it in its proper place.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, the Chair would ask if we

5

can delay the discussion on this until we come up to

6

that specific area, please.

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, under Other Intergovernmental, we

7

8

have 7.45 million, Interfund Transfers at 33.24,

9

and, Members, I believe at this point in time we did

10

not adjust with the 700,000 that I am recommending

11

for consideration, Staff.

12

MS. KOLLER:

That's true.

We did not do the Interfund

13

Transfers.

14

Revenues and also down in the Operating Expenses.

15

The net effect is still -- your proposal was still

16

in balance, but we will make those adjustments if

17

this is the desire of the Committee.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That would both take place in the

Okay.

Members, so the Chair would ask if

19

we could use that for our working revenue numbers

20

under Other Intergovernmental Interfund Transfers.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

22

work with?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What exact number are you going to

7.45 million for Other Intergovernmental

24

and 33.24 for Interfund Transfers.

That will still

25

leave us in balance, and whether or not the
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1

Committee will support the Chair's recommendation of

2

doing a transfer from General Fund to the Highway

3

Fund for the Accelerated Road Program, you know, the

4

bottom line is still the same amount regarding that

5

area.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, under line 29, the proposal

8

was for 33,410,000 for a Bond/Lapsed Bond, and the

9

Chair has reduced that by $8.305 million.

10

Ms. Tavares has recommended a $3.45 million

11

reduction under the Bond.

12

regarding that?

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Any comments at this time

Ms. Tavares, any thoughts?
Maybe this part of it we should

14

leave alone until we actually get into the details

15

of the various CIP projects and what's going to be

16

cash, what's going to be bond, and then we'll have

17

to adjust this number every time we change

18

something.

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right, right.

I just asking if there'S any

questions --

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Oh, okay.

-- on the two proposals, which is yours and

23

mine, and again, it's just a difference of the

24

amount, but it is both a reduction of the Bond

25

Authorization or Lapsed Bond projects.
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1

Seeing none, we will leave this alone until we get

2

to the specifics.
Members, under Carryover/Savings from General

3
4

Fund, Wastewater Fund, Highway Fund, Solid Waste

5

Fund, Golf Fund, Liquor Fund and Bikeway Fund, I'm

6

proposing that we use those as the working numbers.

7

Any objections?

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay.

Seeing none, anything else that the

10

Members would like to bring up in the revenue

11

section at this time?

12

returning to this section, Members.
Okay.

13

We will definitely be

Seeing none, let us move on to page 2,

14

Members, under the Operating Budget, Office of

15

Council Services is the first item.

16

original proposal from Council Services is 3.574,075

17

million.

18

Chair, some from Mr. Carroll, and Ms. Tavares.

19

Members, line 51 shows a reduction of 9,900 that I'm

20

recommending, and that is to keep the level of the

21

individual Members' offices at its existing $90,000

22

level, and that is how I arrived at that 9,900.

23
24
25

We have a few proposals, some from the

Okay.
30,600.

Members, the

Mr. Carroll, you have an add of

Any comments on yours at this time?

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Not at this time.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Line 53, Members,

2

between myself, Mr. Carroll, and Ms. Tavares, we've

3

added 50,000 per the request from Mr. Fukuoka in

4

Ken's memo to us regarding security estimates and

5

the need for security for the 7th/8th floor areas,

6

and that is I believe how the 50,000 was arrived.

7

Any questions or comments?

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares, anything?

No.

Mr. Nishiki?

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
When you're looking at the

15

$50,000, that would just be added to any other

16

amounts that we have already budgeted for that?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21
22
23
24
25

That would be in addition
In addition to.

-- to the original request, that's correct.
Okay.

I have no problem with

that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Mr. Arakawa?

Mr. Carroll, comments?
Mr. Kane?

Okay.

No.

Thank you, Members.

If you can go to line 54, Ms. Tavares is
proposing $100,000 for 8th floor renovations.
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Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

As you

3

know, we've been working on this off and on for

4

about a year trying to determine what would be

5

priority projects for the 8th floor renovations, and

6

depending upon which project is seen as the highest

7

priority, the cost will go accordingly.

8

that we needed to put something in the budget this

9

year so that we could begin some of that process.

I just felt

10

I'm hoping that by July we'll have a priority list

11

that we may begin doing some of the work in this

12

chamber and the surrounding areas on this floor in

13

order to make our offices and our work for the

14

people a little more efficient.

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members, the Chair's comment is I pretty much

17

thought similar; however, I approached it from a

18

different area, and so when we get there, again,

19

I'll inform the Committee, but if you had a chance

20

to review the proposal, you'll notice that the Chair

21

did increase the Kalana 0 Maui Building improvements

22

by 300,000 to bring it up from 1.7 to 2.0, and part

23

of that addition was to address some of the comments

24

just made by Ms. Tavares regarding the 8th floor

25

improvements.
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Okay.

1

Next, we have line 55, Members, and

2

again, at this point we'll be highlighting the

3

proposals to the original Mayor's budget, so we'll

4

be working off the shaded areas, Members, for this

5

original pass.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Line 55, Ms. Tavares, $90,000.
Yes, Mr. Chair, I would -- I'd

7

like to see our office accounts be increased by this

8

amount of money so that we will have a little more

9

flexibility in what we can do with our individual

10

staffs.

11

there is money in your office account can they

12

qualify for over time, and a lot of our staff

13

members do work overtime.

14

been relegated to taking comp time off, and at some

15

point in time the comp time isn't going to be

16

advantageous or allow my office to function

17

efficiently.

18

As our staff members work now, only if

My staff members have

I believe that the 7th floor and every other

19

floor in the County of Maui is afforded the

20

opportunity to choose between comp time and overtime

21

pay, and the 8th floor personnel that work in our

22

offices are the only ones who are subject to fund

23

availability in each Council Member's office, so I

24

think that with -- I feel with this additional

25

amount of money, we'll be able to have some
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1

flexibility as to how we can compensate the people

2

who work for us.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you.

And, again, Members, broken down it is 10,000

4

5

per office.

So that it is clear, it is not a

6

$90,000 addition to each office.

7

her impact is 90,000.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Okay.

It's 10,000, and

Thank you.

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I'm sorry, one more thing.

In

11

our -- in the memo from Mr. Fukuoka, our Director of

12

Council Services, had add 4,500 per office to take

13

care of salary increases and some other increases.

14

That

15

over and above what Mr. Fukuoka recommended, so it's

16

including that 4,500 per office.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

this 10,000 would include that.

Okay.

It's not

Thank you very much.

18

Any other comments on line 55 at this time?

19

Okay.

Seeing none, line 56, Members.

20

Addition of 50,000 for a legal advisor on Land Use

21

and Planning issues.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, thank you.

I think it was in

23

discussions when we were talking with Corporation

24

Counsel in particular that perhaps this is a time

25

for us to look at a new direction and that for Land
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Use and Planning matters that the Council, which can

2

hire its own attorneys, hire an attorney for the

3

purposes of serving -- servicing or providing

4

services to the Council through its Land Use

5

Committee and Planning Committee.

6

we will have consistent review of Land Use laws and

7

I think better enable the entire Committee, and

8

that's two nine-member Committees that I'm referring

9

to, will have information that is consistent from

10

meeting to meeting or from Committee to Committee

11

when it involves these two committees.

That way I think

So I am proposing this amount of money for us

12

I'm not calling them a

13

to hire a legal advisor.

14

legal analyst, because this person would be

15

specifically for Land Use, not part of the legal

16

analyst staff that already exists in Council

17

Services.

18

funding.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This is an eight-month position fund

Okay.

The request is for eight months, but

20

you see this, if approved, the funding would need to

21

be a regular full-time 12-month program?

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

Yes.

Any questions on this at this time,

Members?
Okay.

See none, if we may move down to line
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61, please.

2

MS. KOLLER:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair?
Yes, Ms. Koller.
I just wanted to check, can we -- do you want

5

to get some working numbers in the Office of -- OCS

6

at this point in time or are you going to leave each

7

of the proposals on there?

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MS. KOLLER:

10

No, we'll just go through this -Okay.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- original run through of all the Members'

11

proposals, and then we'll get back to it.

I just

12

want everybody to have an understanding of what

13

they'll be deciding on.
So this is just the first pass, Members.

14

I'm

15

not asking you to support it or -- I just want you

16

to know what is being proposed at this time by all

17

the Members.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah, some clarification.

The

21

first pass, then, I know that we also addressed, but

22

I thought that it be -- information would be coming

23

from Ken.

24

compensation for the Clerk and the -- and Ken's

25

position?

Did we ask that question about

Because--
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

4
5

Yes, we - - I believe --- that's going to be just

included (inaudible).
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe it may be In your entry this

morning.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Oh, okay.

But Mr. Fukuoka did present a memo with an

8

attachment that showed, I believe, hours by

9

sections, secretary, analyst, as well as clerk

10

sections, hours for vacation, sick leave, comp time,

11

whether those were taken either by payor by comp

12

time off.

13

the salaries of the County Clerk and the Director of

14

Council Services line up with the rest of the

15

directors and deputy directors, particularly after

16

the Salary Commission did give those specific

17

appointees

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23

Okay.

So you should have that as well as where

Right.

-- nice pay raises.
Thank you.

So it should be in your trays, Members.
Anything else?
We'll move to the Office of the County Clerk.

24

Members, line 61, there is an add that Ms. Tavares

25

recommended as well as myself.

This is an
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additional 40,500, and this was specifically, for

2

me, to take care of the additional election year

3

expenses from postage and a few other things that

4

the Clerk does every other year and to allow

5

Mr. Hiraga to perform his duties as best he can

6

during this very busy year that may have charter

7

amendments, a lot of races for elected offices, and

8

so we would like him to have the resources to get

9

that information out as well as be able to conduct a

10

very aggressive and successful absentee ballot

11

program.

Ms. Tavares, any comments?

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Thank you.

You said it all.
Okay.

Next, Members, I would

14

like to move to -- okay, Members, because I think

15

and again, nothing's easy, but unless there is an

16

objection, I would like us to at this time consensus

17

agree to the Office of the County Clerk to add that

18

40,500 to the original request.

19

that?

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Any objections to

No objections.

Thank you.

That will be our working number

for the Office of County Clerk.
Under the Civil Defense Agency the request is

23

24

$303,670.

25

change.

There has been no recommendations of
I would ask if there's any objections to
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1

allowing this to be the working number for the

2

operating budget of Civil Defense?

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

Mr. Chair.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I only had one question,

Yes.
And that was that because I was

7

uncertain whether it would fall under the Parks

8

Department for the improvements to the Lahaina Civic

9

Center as retrofitting it to be a certified shelter

10

or it would go under the Civil Defense budget, I

11

didn't make an amendment to this area, but I put in

12

250,000 for the actual accomplishment of a retrofit,

13

because Project Impact had advocated for that

14

retrofit, and instead of just doing another study,

15

we need to implement some of these things.

16

don't know if it's appropriate to put it into the

17

increase for Civil Defense or in our Parks.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I

That would first come more under the CIP

19

portion of our budget, Ms. Johnson.

20

we can -- I would ask that you bring it up again

21

when we get to that point of the budget, but just

22

for the operating requirements of the day-to-day

23

operations, I would not recommend that that's where

24

we discuss that improvement.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And so, again,

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, any objections, again, to

2

working number 303,670 for the Department of Civil

3

Defense?

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Let us move on

6

to the Department of the Corporation Counsel, line

7

70.

8

Ms. Johnson.

9

We have an add of 20,000 from Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, I added that amount in

10

because of the action that was actually taken on the

11

part of the Fire Department, where they went to an

12

outside firm to actually do an evaluation of their

13

operations and their structure.

14

anything that I have a hard number on, but I really

15

believe that it is really important that we move ln

16

the direction of doing those evaluations, and I

17

would like to include that and like the support of

18

the other Council Members to include that in not

19

only this area, but in other areas for the various

20

departments.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

It's not really

Any questions on this

22

particular request, line 70 at this time?

23

Seeing none, we'll move on.

24
25

Department of Finance, line 75.

Okay.

We have a

proviso that is being proposed by Mr. Arakawa.
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Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I also

3

noticed that Council Member Kawano actually put in

4

$100,000 line item for this particular thing.

5

I visited Molokai, we noticed that the Police

6

housing is really bad.

7

the police officers for those houses, and because

8

the Department of Finance is in charge of the houses

9

technically, I believe that any time we're charging

When

Now, we collect rent from

10

rent as landlord, you know, we're required to keep

11

those units up to speed, and it's in terrible

12

condition.
So this proviso is basically to ask Finance

13

14

Department to do what any other landlord would be

15

required to do, and that is to maintain the

16

facilities, and the exact amount should be something

17

that the Finance Department does an evaluation on

18

and work on.

19

Kawano put $100,000 there, but there's considerable

20

work that needs to be done, and I don't know the

21

exact timing, so what I ask is that the Department

22

go in there and do the job that they should have

23

been doing right along, which is maintaining those

24

units.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Again, I saw that Council Member

Thank you for that, Mr. Arakawa.
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And again, I believe, Members, just so

1
2

that -- you know, the financial picture, I believe

3

by contract Finance can only charge $200 maximum for

4

the rental of the cottage.

5

Director?

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Is that correct, Budget

Yes, it is in their contract agreement,

8

but, Mr. Chair, the proviso should actually be in

9

the Countywide area under rentals and facilities.

10

The Administration Risk Management Treasury Program

11

is basically their operating budget for those three

12

respective divisions.

13

actually be moved to page -- the next page under

14

General Costs under line number 98.

15

have the rental -- rental and facilities funding.

16
17

18

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So the proviso should

That's where we

And I have no objections to that,

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We'll move that request under the

19

program area of General Costs at this time.

20

again, Members, we are not making a decision.

21

just getting an understanding of all the requests.

22

Okay.

We're

Let us move down to line number 89.

23

We have a bond reduction from Ms. Tavares.

24

Ms. Tavares.

25

And

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If we could save those discussions
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till we actually get into the CIP projects.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

Okay.

Thank you.
Probably make more sense then.
Thank you.

Okay, Members, let's see, line 94, we have a

5

6

Okay.

proviso proposal from Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, this was

8

revolving around the discussion we were having about

9

the salary increases for the Excluded Managerial

10

classification, and that we were told that the

11

Excluded Managerials, or the EMs, would be -- their

12

pay raises would be dependent upon an evaluation of

13

their job performance and that the evaluation could

14

produce a

15

this proviso does is keep it at 5 percent cap per

16

individual EM.

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

you know, from 0 to 5 percent, and all

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Line 100, right?

Pardon me?
Wasn't that line 100 that

Charmaine's talking about?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Members, line 95, I have

a --

19

22

Thank you.

No, 94.
Oh, okay.

I'm sorry, he's right.

I was talking about line 100.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We were on line 94.

Yeah.
And this one was that -- is just a

5

proviso that the expenditures for Self Insurance

6

should not be more than 1.5 million without coming

7

back to the Council for approval, and this was just

8

so that, you know, excess funds that welre putting

9

into Self Insurance just in case we have something

10

happen, that if it goes beyond the 1.5, that we be

11

involved in that allocation and appropriation.
11m sorry, Mr. Chair, for jumping ahead.

12

13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, and thatls why I was trying to see how

you was going to tie that into this 5 percent.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

17

Mr. Arakawa.

18

Okay.

19

20

My ruler slipped.
Thank you for that question,

Anything else on 94, Members?

Okay.

Thank you.
95, 11m proposing an increase of 970,000,

21

round it off, to increase the Self Insurance Fund.

22

This is an area of my concern.

23

be properly funded and ready to take on any

24

situation which we may not be aware of at this time.

25

Line 96, Ms. Tavares, 3.5, and again, I think

I think we need to
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your thoughts were along the similar lines.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, any questions on 95 or 96?
Seeing none, we'll move down to line

Okay.

4

Yes, uh-huh.

5

99, under General Costs.

Again, since the Members

6

did point out not if but when the increase in

7

postage becomes effective, the cost of doing

8

business for the County does increase also, and so I

9

have made an adjustment for Finance Department's

10

requirements by increasing it by $50,000.

11

Any questions?

12
13

Okay.

Seeing none, thank you.

Line 100, Ms. Tavares I think explained it
quite well.
Okay.

14

Any questions for that?
Seeing none, let us move to the

15

Department of Fire Control, line 109.

16

Department's request, Members, I'm recommending a

17

reduction of that original request, which is to

18

reduce the Battalion Chiefs Program from three to

19

one position, which is an expansion.

20

means that I'm supporting the request for training

21

as well as HazMat -- or Hazardous Material Fire

22

Fighter positions, and this is my recommendation to

23

you.

24
25

Questions on this?

Okay.

Out of the

This also

Thank you.

Line 112, we have a request from Mr. Kawano
to increase the Mo -- Pukoo Station -- Substation on
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1

the island of Molokai by 6 E/P, and his financial

2

impact is 116,585.

3

Ms. Johnson.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Any questions on this?

On the last proposal, is that for

5

the full year or is it for lessor period than a

6

year?

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Staff, are you aware?

I believe it will be

8

only a partial of the total requirements on the

9

year -- year-round basis.

10

MS. KOLLER:

I'm not sure on that.

We were given the

11

numbers from the Council Chair's staff, so we'll

12

have to check.

13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I'll have to verify.
We'll get the answer to your

question, Ms. Johnson.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
Anyone else?

Seeing none, thank

17

you.

May we move on to the Department of Housing

18

and Human Concerns, line 121, the Chair's

19

recommending elimination of the Immigrant Specialist

20

and Clerk Steno.

21

appropriate agencies ask the Federal government for

22

funds to address these needs of the Federal program

23

that we have, again, somehow assumed somebody else's

24

responsibility.

25

through Congress appropriating a lot of money in a

I believe that we need to have our

The Federal government has been
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1

lot of program areas

2

our agencies would seek for funding before coming to

3

the Council for County General Fund requirements.

4

So that is my suggestion.

5

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

and this is one area.

l

Questions?

Mr. Carroll.

Do we know for sure if any of

6

these funds are available from the Federal

7

government?

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Hope

They are available.

see if you get accepted

l

You need to apply and

Mr. Carroll.

So unless

10

they applYI we wouldn't know whether they can get

11

the money or not.

12

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14
15

Okay.

I'll go follow up on that.
Thank you.

Line 122 we have a proposal from Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes

l

I just wanted to make certain

16

that $5 000 was included for the West Maui Literacy

17

Program

18

questioning that -- I try to just include it in the

19

budget but not specify that it used -- be used for

20

any narrow scope such as 100 percent transportation.

21

They do have some snacks that they need

22

wanted that flexibilitYI so I added in the

23

additional amount.

24
25

1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

l

and Ms. Lee had advised on before during

Okay.

Thank you.

l

and so she

Any questions or

clarification needed on line 122?
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See none, Members, if you can please, excuse

1

2

me, move to 127, a request from Mr. Arakawa for

3

$610,000.

4

Mr. Arakawa.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman, I have a general

5

concern in this entire area.

You know, we're having

6

to -- going to have to plan for the baby boom group

7

moving through the Social Service area, and the

8

Social Service area has been relatively flat funded.

9

As a matter of fact, there was a reduction in the

10

funding and then last year Councilmember Tavares and

11

this Council was gracious enough to bring it back to

12

where it was before, but they've been losing ground,

13

and what I'm fearful of is unless we put additional

14

funding into this area, we're not going to be

15

prepared when the baby boom group reaches the age

16

where they're going to be using a lot of the

17

services.

18

increase in this area and at the same time have a

19

direction so that they are planning for that group

20

as it moves through.

So in general, I'd like to see an

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Any questions?

And, Mr. Chairman, again, this is

23

an area that would be -- the Grants Review Committee

24

would be making the determination.

25

any individual group per se, but it's to make sure

So it's not to
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1

that we get the proper funding to the agencies.

2

know, agencies like Food Bank, I believe, need a lot

3

more help as well.

4

deficiencies, I think we really need to work in this

5

area.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

So as I'm seeing some of these

Thank you very much, Mr. Arakawa.

Members, if we can go to the next page, we

7
8

Okay.

You

have line 120 -- 136, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Mr. Carroll.

Just that there's been a lot of

10

pressure on them because our people are getting

11

older.

12

inside there and it's becoming more difficult to

13

provide the services.

14

there, but they do need the additional funds, and in

15

Hana, because we are bringing more people inside,

16

and it seems like more people -- older people are

17

coming back to Hana.

18

larger clientele, which is why the proviso.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They're just required to have more people

Okay.

I didn't bring it way up

That's -- we're serving a

Mr. Carroll, just so the Committee

20

is clear, you're asking to increase the funding for

21

this Maui Adult Care Program by 20,OOO?

22

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Bringing it up to 150.
Yes.

And you want 90,000 of that 150 earmarked
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for Hana?

2

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

3

Yes.

That's an increase of $5,000

over last year.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

5

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Okay.

7

For the proviso.
Questions needed, Members?

Seeing none, let us move to line 141.

8

I'm reducing MEO Head Start Program - Maui and

9

Molokai back to the 2002 level.

10

reduction proposal of 6,633.

So I'm having a

Questions?

Seeing none, 146, grants and disbursements

11

12

for Molokai Summer Program.

13

a $600 reduction back to the 2002 level.

14

Seeing none, 151.

Again, I have adjusted
Questions?

The Chair's recommending a

15

reduction of 25,000 to the grants and disbursements

16

for the substance abuse program.

Seeing none, line 154, we have a proposal

17

18
19

Questions?

from Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Chair, I want to make

20

clarification on that.

21

some revisions that I wanted to make, and I would

22

like to have that proposal deleted.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

It's my fault.

There were

Members, line 154, if there's no

24

objections, that will be deleted from your

25

consideration.
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(Inaudible) .

1

?:

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

No, no, no, totally out.

No

reduction at all.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No additional reduction.
Okay.
Status quo.

Delete 154 request for Mr. Molina.
Okay.

10

No additional reduction?

Members, 159, Community Reintegration

11

Program.

Last year we gave the support I believe to

12

Warden Murashige of MCCC.

13

no additional request made to this Committee or the

14

Council, and so the Chair's recommending this

15

program be cut.
Okay.

16

We noticed that there is

162, we have a proposal from

17

Ms. Johnson and Mr. Carroll in the same amount for

18

the Youth Bank Program.

19

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Mr. Carroll.

I think this program is one of the

20

more effective ones that we have, and if it's going

21

to be viable, I really believe that we need to bring

22

the funding up to 150.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.

And along the lines of prevention,

the drug situation actually occurs much before
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1

people reach an older age, and really, programs like

2

this will be very well -- I guess very well received

3

by the providers of those services when you look at

4

prevention, as opposed to treating on the other end,

5

which is far more expensive.

6

what they're doing to keep our youth energized in

7

areas that are positive and not negative.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions, Members?

If not, move on to line 164.

9

10

Thank you.

So I totally support

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

Yes, I made some adjustment here,

11

and I know that we received a request to receive

12

funding in a larger amount, but I think that there

13

was some additional requests for information as to

14

what transpired last year with the $500,000 that we

15

had also allotted for Molokai General Hospital, but

16

I ask that the Members consider still supporting the

17

hospital.

18

to the way Maui Memorial Hospital is suffering, and

19

even though they're under a different system, under

20

Queen's, I think that with all the problems

21

particularly that Chairman Kawano has had, I think

22

that Molokai cannot afford to have that hospital

23

fail.

24

additional funding coming into that hospital, and I

25

believe that -- if there are any questions in that

They are suffering in a way very similar

So they will be able to parlay this into
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1

area, that Dr. Aluli would be happy to answer them,

2

but I do ask for consideration of this at this time.

3
4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

Thank you.

The consideration is for

$250,000.

Okay, Members, next page, line 168.

5

6

Okay.

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, to the Molokai Humane

8

Society, I know that other people addressed it

9

underneath the Animal Management Program, but I

10

believe Keith Pocock from the Maui Humane Society

11

stated last time it was on a -- it was really not

12

easy for him to administer that through his program,

13

since they have no direct connection.

14

a separate line item for that $25,000 that Molokai

15

Humane Society did request.

16

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

So I created

Questions on this one?

Seeing none, 171, the Chairman is proposing a

18

reduction of 12,000 from this specific Hana Human

19

Services Grant, and I've talked to Mr. Carroll.

20

Mr. Carroll.

21

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Yes, I would object to this.

22

40,000 was well spent last year.

23

breakdown of it if you wish.

24

believe that will probably go out this month and

25

it -- it covered many of the things that come up

You can have a

We had $4,000 left I
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1

during the year with -- concerning human services,

2

and I feel that the area needs -- needs to have that

3

$40,000.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Okay.

Thank you.

Next, 176, the Chairman

5

is recommending deletion of the Non-Profit Executive

6

Directors funding of $10,000.
Ms. Tavares, any comments?

7
8
9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I just feel that this is

is

actually inappropriate to be here, that the

10

Executive Directors Association, as the way it's

11

done with other associations, if you're the

12

director, your own staff provides whatever you need.

13

I cannot see using County funds to do a part-time

14

secretarial position for this organization.

15

they should be able to do it in house with the

16

organization's staffs that are available to all of

17

them.

18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I think

Any other questions?

Any questions?
Okay.

Let's move down to line 181.

The

21

Chairman is recommending elimination of the grant

22

for Maui Academy of Performing Arts.

23
24
25

Questions?

Okay, Ms. Tavares, you had the same proposal
as the Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, I did, and I felt that by
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1

line iteming a particular art group youlre going to

2

have all the different various culture and art

3

groups come in for a separate line item.

4

the arts can apply to the competitive grants on

5

either the Youth Programs or the Culture and the

6

Arts Programs under that general category.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Okay.

This

Thank you.
Mr. Chair, I just had a question?

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Of Ms. Tavares

I

comment.

Was that

11

added in, then, in a like amount within a general

12

area?

13

area, was that amount increased in any area?

14

Because I just -- 11m not sure and I just am asking.

15
16
17

If you are removing it from this specific

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Ms. Tavares, would you care to

respond?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I believe that

the grants

18

an disbursements for Youth Programs is up 50,000

19

from last -- from this current year's request, and

20

the Arts and

21

increased also, but in a second I can find it.

22

I guess it was the same.

23

believe this is where they got their funding from

24

last year.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Arts and Culture I thought was

Okay.

It was 180,000, and I

Thank you.

Budget Director, is MAPA
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1

a certified non-profit agency under Federal

2

regulations?

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

4

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Uh-huh.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They are?

Okay.

Thank you, Members.

6

Okay, Members, next, 184, again, I believe

7

Mr. Molina had informed the Chair that it was an

8

error in the line he was looking at.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina?

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

Again,

10

I would like to have that deleted.

11

mistake and I didn't get enough time to make that

12

request to your staff.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15
16
17
18

That was a

Okay.
So my apologies on that.

So again,

status quo on that grant.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Delete line 184, grant

for Maui Food Bank, $150,000.
Okay.

Members, part of the Chair's reduction

19

of 12,000 is here we have the 12,000 specifically

20

for the Hana Head Start, so I made a balance, and

21

that's how I got the 12,000 from line 171.

22

23

Okay, Members, line 188.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

This was to fulfill the request

24

that was brought to us sort of last minute by the

25

Maui Community College -- well, UH Maui's Dental
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Program plus their concern about having services for

2

Medicaid patients and for low income, and I think

3

because they didn't have control over their funding

4

and I thought that we put something in here now in

5

light of the fact that they are losing their -- or

6

not being granted their State funds,

7

help our dental programs, especially in the rural

8

areas and for the low income and Medicaid/Medicare

9

patients.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

that this would

Mr. Arakawa.

Yeah, I feel likewise.

I also

12

added a little bit more than that, because what I

13

believe is they came in with the very bare minimum,

14

and I want to make sure that that program can get

15

off.

16

The ability to train people in this field was

17

also something I think we really need.

18

we're looking long term.

19

then nothing to follow up, but we're actually going

20

to be providing training for the people in this

21

field, so it will provide additional service

22

providers that we really need in the community, but

23

I believe that the 130 is actually more appropriate

24

than the 110 by virtue of the fact that they're

25

trying to bare bone it to get in here.

It's not just a grant and
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1

cut the funding and I -- while I hate to put money

2

in where the State doesn't do its obligation, I'm

3

looking at the residents of Maui County.

4

know, our community that we have to take care of,

5

bottom line, and I believe this is an appropriate

6

amount.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

It's, you

Members, you will notice

8

the Chair is not making a recommendation on this.

9

just wish to inform you that Congress has recently

I

10

passed $862 million funded for public health for

11

State and Local governments, 862 million for public

12

health that this would qualify for.

13

MCC go and try and get a portion of that 862 million

14

that Congress has recently funded and approved for

15

this type of initiative, because I'm like you,

16

Mr. Arakawa, I don't want to carry the State's

17

program.

18

I would prefer

And I appreciate your comments.

Okay, line 192, a request from

19

Mr. Carroll, four full-time positions that you would

20

like to add.

21

Mr. Carroll, your comments.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

192 and 193 are -- they complement

22

each other.

They actually go together, and if I had

23

to prioritize, this would probably be the top thing

24

on my list, the reason being that because of the

25

huge increase in dialysis patients, being that it's
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1

life threatening, they are getting all these

2

services first and other people that are either

3

ambulatory or on wheelchairs or otherwise have a

4

difficult time are not getting the MEO services that

5

they used to get.

6

to go around.

7

dialysis patients to free up the other MEO services,

8

and I can give you documentation to the Members

9

later on as we proceed.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

There's just not enough service

This would target this toward the

I believe we contract with MEO to provide

11

all the services, so you saying don't do certain

12

things and you want -- is this for County employees?

13

You want to expand County employees?

14

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

No, no, no, no.

This is for -- to

15

transport ambulatory dialysis patients to remove

16

just this one segment.

17

one segment, only ambulatory dialysis patients,

18

because this segment of society is using up all the

19

resources that we have allocated for transportation

20

for our disabled, and they naturally get first

21

choice because it's life threatening, and that is

22

why they've made the request.

They would service only this

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This is MEO's request?

24

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair?
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

4
5

6

Yes, Ms. Tavares.
May I ask when was that request

made?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Carroll, can you -- would you care to

respond, please, to Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

I'll have to get back to you on

7

that.

8

didn't bring it down.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't have it before me right now.

Okay.

We'll ask Mr. Carroll if his office

can assist us, please.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

I

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Okay, Members, 196.

We have a

request from Ms. Tavares, 150,000.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, on line 196

Yes.
-- on Animal Management Program, I

17

believe we received -- I think it was in Kula, a

18

budget from the Maui Humane Society, and in their

19

list of things that they wanted to do -- wanted to

20

have were -- included these three trucks, and when I

21

was reading the description of their present three

22

trucks, I thought to myself, no County department in

23

the County of Maui would put up with that kind of

24

equipment, but I their three trucks I think need to

25

be replaced, even though they asked only for two
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replacements.

2

And the animal control officer positions, I

3

think they requested three more, and I believe that

4

based on their work load and the services they

5

provide, that this is a reasonable request from the

6

Humane Society.

7

callouts for the ACOs, or Animal Control Officers,

8

to -- you know, regarding vicious dogs or inhumane

9

treatment of animals, dog barking, you know, gamut

There are an increasing number of

10

of what the Humane Society has to put up with, so

11

this is why I included it in the budget.

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Questions for

clarification?
Seeing none, line 197, we have a proposal for

14
15

a proviso from Mr. Arakawa and Mr. Kawano in

16

different funding levels for the Molokai Humane

17

Society.

18

than 25,000 shall be for the Molokai Humane Society

19

from the original 860 request.

20

21

Chair Kawano is requesting that not more

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

Mr. Chairman, actually, I believe

that's my proviso.

22

CHAI R HOKAMA:

I'm sorry.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

The -- looking at the -- what was

24

requested for Molokai, $25,000, I wanted to make

25

sure that they get that $25,000.

I can understand'
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1

where Councilmember Johnson is coming from, trying

2

to create a separate funding source.

3

long as they get their $25,000.

Either way, as

The additional money I put in because I

4

5

believe, as Councilmember Tavares, the Animal

6

Management Program really needs the extra shot in

7

the arm.

8

about I believe need to be replaced.

9

be a little bit better than mine, but I was feeling

The vehicles and the things they talked
Her number may

10

that they had some money in for replacement and

11

didn't need the total amount, but I did want to make

12

sure that their vehicles at least were replaced.

13

Thank you.

14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Any other questions on this

area?
Seeing none, Members, can we move to the

16
17

Department of Liquor Control.

18

recommendation is we use the numbers that Mr. Silva

19

presented for his program as well as his

20

administrative request be the working numbers.

21

objections to Department of Liquor Control?

22

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

The Chair's

Any

No objections.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Move on to the Department of Management.
Line 220, we have a request of an additional 65,000
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1

from Mr. Carroll.

2

Department of Management, we have no recommended

3

changes at this time.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Oh, I'm sorry.

Members,

Wait one second, please.
that position request?

I'm sorry, Members, I thought I had

6

made an adjustment.

7

we'll use the numbers, but since there's no

8

proposals regarding Department of Management as the

9

number -- working numbers.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, Members, no objections,

Mr. Chair?

Ms. Johnson.
I just had one question.

I did

13

not know if there was sufficient money in each one

14

of the areas of every department's budget to cover

15

the same type of evaluation that the Fire Department

16

had had, so I don't know if I would address that in

17

the form of a proviso.

18

about it on the floor, but I really think that every

19

department really needs that kind of oversight.

20

whether it's a proviso from their existing funds or

21

whether we have to add it in, I would really like us

22

to move in that direction, at least giving them the

23

money so that they have the financial wherewithal to

24

go out and secure that kind of a study.

25

was very helpful.

I figured we would talk
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And again, Ms. Johnson, I believe in

2

the second round I will entertain your comments

3

regarding this assessment.

4

approach it, one from how the Fire Control did,

5

which is they initiated it, or this Council can

6

initiate some type of performance audit evaluation

7

and then make a policy decision.

8

ways to approach what's your concern.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

There's two ways to

So there's two

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

Yes, Mr. Chairman, between -- over

12

the weekend I was talking to someone in one of the

13

departments, and it seems like information, for

14

instance, like our shoreline erosion is not being

15

shared universally within the departments and

16

they're not using those studies universally.

17

don't know how many other types of programs like

18

that where we fund one group with information and

19

the other groups aren't getting it or aren't

20

utilizing that same information and we're re-funding

21

it.

22

I

What I would like between 211 and 213, and we

23

can discuss this later on, somehow make it a

24

requirement that all the information be shared with

25

the departments so that we don't have to refinance
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the same types of studies and the same types of

2

information, especially when we're paying with --

3

for aerial photos and we're paying for, you know,

4

planning process, that we don't duplicate, and

5

that's some kind of a proviso in there maybe we can

6

put in.
It's just -- we don't -- we won't get to know

7
8

that unless it's brought up.

And it's just by

9

accident that I was asking somebody about, you know,

10

what are you going to do with this program and

11

they're going to do a study and then we already have

12

commissioned a study, but they're not really working

13

together, so I'd like to just make sure that these

14

information are shared.

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Mr. Arakawa, in the second round I

think that will be more appropriate.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

And so we'll -- again, the Chair will

19

entertain your comments during the second round

20

regarding your suggestion, as I would term it, for

21

consideration.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Okay, Members, again, there are

24

no requests or proposals to make a change, so --

25

with the Department of Management.

Can we use this
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at this time as the numbers?

2

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

the Mayor.

5

for $65,000.

6

No objections.

Thank you.

4

Any objections?

Let us move on to the Office of

Line 220, Mr. Carroll, you have an add

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Yes, thank you.

And I'd like to

7

just go back for a minute that last request that I

8

commented on.

9

because there's so many non-ambulatory patients that

That's to free up MEO services

10

are being -- I mean ambulatory patients that are

11

being transported to dialysis.

12

be an assisted transportation service that would be

13

providing that service, and I will get out the

14

information to all the Members.

15

confusion.

16

This would actually

I'm sorry for that

It's freeing up the MEO service.

And for Akaku, this would be -- now that we

17

have finally fixed our sick building next door, this

18

would be to allow Akaku to have the type of cameras

19

that are filming us right at this moment and make it

20

so where the public can have good coverage of all of

21

the boards and commissions that meet over there, and

22

hopefully we can get that installed and the Council

23

can encourage all of these boards and commissions to

24

try to schedule their meetings at that room, and I

25

think that looking at their schedules, that this can
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be accommodated without too much trouble.
And final result will be that the public will

2
3

be able to understand more what our County is doing

4

and what our boards and commissions accomplish, and

5

if anybody thinks they don't need it, try listen to

6

Akaku sometime.

7

going on at some of the meetings because they don't

8

have the proper equipment, and that's what this will

9

cover.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You can't even hear half what's

Thank you.
Okay.

Thank you.

11

one at this time?

12

us move down --

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Any questions on this
Thank you, seeing none let

Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Just for clarification, so this

16

additional request is based on the request by Akaku

17

that this would be the cost to complete the

18

infrastructure in the Pakui Building?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

23
24
25

Mr. Carroll.
Yes, it is.

So we have some documentation to that

that we already have available to us?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

I have, and I'll distribute that

to the Members.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Yeah, thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, may I direct

2

your attention to line 223.

3

request of an additional $750,000.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa has a

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You know

5

when we were working with the dengue fever, we

6

realized that we have to do community cleanups

7

throughout our entire County.

8

the County, just the mosquitos in Lahaina, Kahului,

9

Wailuku, Kihei -- when you're walking around, you

As I'm going through

10

see a lot of this, and we've been told over and over

11

again that this needs to be a comprehensive cleanup.

12

It needs to be something that we really get started.

13

Initially it's going to cost a lot, but once we get

14

the program going, it will be more maintenance.

15

I feel that if we're going to be taking this

16

seriously -- and I take the dengue fever as a very

17

serious threat to our entire economic life style as

18

well as the life style of

19

our citizens.

20

seriously, so I want to put some funds to this area

21

to be able to really get comprehensive programs

22

going in each community.

23

will even be adequate to start off, but at least,

24

you know, $750,000 in this area will be able to get

25

started a good program.

and health of each of

I think we need to really take this

I'm not sure whether this
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Now

1

t

what we've been doing a lot with this

2

program is asking for community volunteers

3

still need to do that

4

only stretch volunteerism so much and then there's a

5

real cost that are involved t and the ability to

6

clean up our community as we need it to be cleaned

7

up is going to be something that we as a Council

8

need to really set the direction on and the tone on.

t

t

and we

but it's obvious that you can

If this were to come back againt and we have

9

10

every assurance that it willt what excuse are we

11

going to give to the public that we're not prepared

12

a second time?

13

in

14

start cleaning up our community.

t

I think that we really need to dig

take this one particular program and really

Cleaning up our community for mosquitos is

15

It will also

16

not the only thing it will accomplish.

17

be great for beautification of our communities t to

18

be able to make sure that all the old tires and cars

19

and everything else that's lying around t you know t

20

every which way and in the gulches and every place

21

else

22

to start addressing this.

23

funding for that or the request for that t

24

for the support from the rest of the Council.

25

think we're the leaders in the community and we need

t

we actually have a formal program that's going
Hence t
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1

to act like leaders in this particular area.

2

you.

3
4

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions on this

request at this time?
Seeing none, may we move on to line 226.

6

have a proposal from the Chair as well as

7

Ms. Tavares.

8

the Sports Commissioner position.

9

reduction of 51,312.

10

Thank

Okay.

I'm recommending the elimination of
So it would be a

Questions?

Seeing none, line 229.

The Chair is

11

recommending increasing agriculture promotion by

12

$25,000 to bring it up to $75,000.

13

that we hear the rhetoric.

14

to put the resources and support the Ag Program.

15

Questions Members?

16

It is an area

Well, I think it's time

Seeing none, may I direct you to line 234.

17

We have three recommendations from myself,

18

Mr. Arakawa, and Mr. Molina of various degrees.

19

we'll start with Mr. Molina, which is the least

20

painful.

21

We

CCOUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So

Yeah, thank you very much, Chair.

22

I was just considering -- I believe their prior

23

appropriation for last fiscal year was 85,000, if

24

I'm correct.

25

picture for next -- the next couple of fiscal years.

So I'm just looking at the long-term
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1

As you reiterated at prior meetings, that we have to

2

start looking at areas -- and especially in the

3

areas where there's going to be proposed increases

4

from prior fiscal years, so that's why I, you know,

5

am looking at that area for reduction, one of

6

several other areas.
So that's where I'm coming from, and, you

7

8

know, it's a tough job for all of us.

9

world, we'd love to give everybody what they want,

In a perfect

10

but we have a job to do and there are areas that we

11

may have to consider cutting back on.

12

spiel on this, Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So that's my

Mr. Arakawa.

Mr. Chairman, I feel the same way.

15

I actually don't feel the film industry group has

16

been doing that great a job, even though there's

17

been comments to the contrary.

18

that are coming here to film anyway, the

19

commercials and things, I believe they would have

20

come anyway, and the big parties that we throw in

21

other places, I don't believe it's the generating

22

cause of a lot of business coming to Maui.

23

A lot of the people

So I'd like to cut it back a little bit.

I

24

think we do need to do some promotion in this area,

25

but I don't think it needs to be increased.
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1

is going to be a general push on the State to try

2

and increase this industry as well, so they'll be

3

getting additional revenue there.

4
5

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Members, the Chair's recommending

elimination of this grant.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Mr. Carroll?

Just to comment that I would

7

consider perhaps some reduction, but I think that

8

totally eliminating it would not be appropriate

9

because we're really looking to try to build up the

10
11

film industry.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We'll have that more in round 2,

12

Members.

And again, Members, the Chair's

13

recommendation is elimination.

14

programs to be weaned off the County's milk bottle.
Okay.

15

It's time for

Line 237, the Chair is recommending

16

elimination of this addition -- other grant.

17

position, it's time to be weaned off.

18

cash cow for everybody for every year.

19

Same

We're not a

242, the Chair's recommendation, additional

20

15,000 to the Maui County Farm Bureau.

21

to be doing exactly what we had intended them to be

22

doing.

23

is one area, again, with my concern for agricultural

24

maintaining a prominent position in this economy.

25

I'm recommending that they receive an additional

I find them

They always go with limited resources.
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increase In support.

245, we have two recommendations, one from

2
3

4

Questions?

Mr. Molina, one from myself.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

Again, it

5

ties in with what I stated earlier with regards to

6

the other proposal we had talked about.

7

first of all, the MVB, I know they did get an

B

appropriation of 3.3 last year, and then the prior

9

fiscal year was 2.B, so there's been an increase in

Then

10

funding, and I just want to make it clear.

11

open to an increase this fiscal year, but the

12

question is how much, and again, it ties into

13

looking long term for our next two fiscal years.

14

I am open to an increase, it's just a question of

15

how much at this time.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I

am

The Chair is

17

recommending a $100,000 reduction in the request

1B

from the Mayor.

19

two-thirds of the increase being recommended, and

20

again, Members, I think it is a more reasonable

21

amount.

22

this County as the number one revenue generator

23

overall and a big hefty revenue generator in real

24

property taxes, I think

25

industry needs to continue to have some County

It still recognizes an increase

Knowing what the industry does provide to

believe the visitor
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participation, but then again, Members, all within

2

the means of what we can afford.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, because

4

11m a board member of MVB, I wonlt be voting on this

5

when it comes up to a vote, but I do want to say

6

that I believe that every dollar that we put into

7

promotion, is a dollar that is well spent.
The return that we get on the dollar is

8
9

obvious.

We have the most viable visitor industry

10

in the State, and therels a good reason for that.

11

If we did not fund the promotion and we did not

12

actively compete or if we allow others in the world

13

market as it is now to be able to get ahead of us,

14

welre going to lose ground and itls something that

15

welre really going to have a hard time regaining.

16

Now --

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And again, Mr. Arakawa, you will have your

18

opportunity to present your reasons for support.

19

just need questions to -- Mr. Nishiki.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, okay.

I

I just have been

21

biting my tongue because lIve noticed Members have

22

been defending or whatever, opposing whatever, but I

23

thought it was just to understand what the proposal

24

was, so

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Youlre correct Mr. Nishiki.
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2
3

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

If we can keep this down to

minimum, I'd appreciate it.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
taken.

Thank you for your comment.

Point well

The Chair apologizes for that.
Okay, Members, line 246, and again, Members,

5
6

this is the initial round, so you have an

7

understanding of the proposals.

8

being recommended by Ms. Johnson.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We have a proviso

Yes, Mr. Chair, and this is

10

apropos of the deliberations that we had earlier,

11

and it's fairly self-explanatory, that I just

12

wanted -- if there was an increase, I wanted 100,000

13

to go for sports promotion, $100,000 for a resource

14

and needs assessment in terms of how many visitors

15

we can accommodate and what the quality of the

16

experience is, and then also $100,000 earmarked for

17

alien species education.

18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Questions?

Seeing none, may I direct you to line 251.

20

We have two proposals, from the Chair as well as

21

Mr. Arakawa.

22

Mr. Arakawa.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman, this is just one of

23

the areas I believe we could cut in because we're

24

also putting a lot of other money into the small

25

business and tech programs.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, the Chair is

2

also recommending a reduction of this grant program

3

by one-third, down to $100,000.
Okay.

4

Line 254, we have a recommendation of

5

a reduction from Mr. Molina under Cultural Arts,

6

Sports, and Events Promotion.

7
8

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

I'd

like to withdraw that proposal on that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, delete line 254.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Did you have one, Mr. Chair?

It was an error on our part.

12

apologies.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

My

No problem.
Line 259, the Chair and Mr. Molina

15

have a reduction for the Business Research Library.

16

Mr. Molina.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

I'd

18

like to revise that figure from 100,000 to 50,000

19

reduction.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So noted.

21

a reduction.

22

the County milk bottle.

The Chair is recommending

Again, Members, it's time to get off

23

262, Mr. Molina and the Chair is recommending

24

a reduction of the 200,000 request for Maui Economic

25

Development Board.

Mr. Molina.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I have no comments at this time.
Thank you.

The Chair believes

3

150,000 is a reasonable amount and that at this time

4

that is what I'll be recommending.
Members, line 267 and 268.

5

We have a

6

reduction from the Chair of 20,000 for East Maui

7

Economic Development, and Mr. Carroll has an

8

additional request of $5,000 more.
Mr. Carroll, any comments?

9

10

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I'll save my comments for later.
Thank you.

Line 273, we have a

12

proviso recommendation from Ms. Tavares under

13

culture restoration programs.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

This

15

was the piko A'o Program that we were discussing,

16

and the next page it is line 295, so I actually, you

17

know, took the money off of there and put them in

18

the restoration programs where I think they actually

19

belong and just leave the -- you know, there's

20

100,000 there, so easily could accommodate their

21

request, and I think from the discussion we were

22

looking at why not Kepaniwai Park, since the

23

infrastructure already seems to be there, and I

24

believe the Chair was asking that question during

25

discussion.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

That's correct.

2

else on this?

3

similar but in another area.

5

6

Anything

If not, you will find other proposals

Okay.

4

Okay.

Line 276, Members, we have a reduction

being proposed by Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, I'm recommending a reduction

7

of $50,000 for the Paniolo Museum.

8

is their grant agreement is in Corp. Counsel right

9

now for this year's $50,000, so they haven't used it

10

yet.

My understanding

Thank you.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you for that update status.
Mr. Chair?

Yes, ma'am.
I just had a question that when --

15

let's say we were going through the initial budget.

16

If there were any items which we did not include in

17

our initial proposal, at what point would you like

18

us to add those?

19

things that I missed, you know, in my original

20

go-around.

21

through the next round?

22

handle that?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because there was a couple of

Is it at the end or when we're going
How would you like us to

Prior to the next round, as soon as you can

24

get your proposal to the staff, please do, because I

25

would like to have that incorporated so that all
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1

Members of the Committee can see where it fits

2

and -- well, where we would like to place it and

3

prior to the final decision-making, so we can see it

4

all on a matrix and compare any -- any other

5

proposal.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

12

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Members, we are on line 281 --

MR. Chair?

But--

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Sorry, Mr. Chair.

It's a little

after 12:00.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, that's why -- that's right, Mr. Kane,

13

you read my mind.

14

enter our mid-day break.

15

return, we'll be on line 281 under environmental

16

protection, and we are in recess till 1:30 p.m.

17

(Gavel) .

18

RECESS:

19

RECONVENE:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

However, we are now going to
So, Members, when we do

12:03 p.m.
1:34 p.m.

We shall reconvene the afternoon session of

21

April 22nd's Budget and Finance meeting of the

22

Fiscal Year 2003 Budget.

23

Members, we are on line 281 of the first

24

round, reviewing proposals from the various Members.

25

We have one, two, three, four, each one is an
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addition, and so let me go to the one that is

2

different.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Oops.

And that would be Ms. Tavares.

This is

5

regarding Environmental Protection, proposal

6

200,000, and Ms. Tavares has 100,000 addition,

7

myself, Mr. Arakawa, and Ms. Johnson is proposing

8

50,000.

9

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I propose the

10

100,000 to bring the total up to $300,000, which

11

would match the watershed protection request for

12

250,000 and the fireweed for 50,000, and I certainly

13

would agree with the proviso that's down there

14

regarding fireweed.

15

place else.

I also took this from some

(Inaudible) .

16

?:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I forget where, but it came from

18

some place -- it came from somewhere else, the

19

100,000.

20

it and I think it will come up a little bit later.

So when we get to that part, I'll look for

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

That's --

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Oh, okay.

Oh, under special maintenance.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, any

additional comments on your --
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2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, not at all.

I think it's

self-explanatory.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

This

5

particular area, what I'm looking at is making sure

6

that we have money for the eradication of miconia,

7

make sure that it's up to $250,000 that's necessary

8

there, and also to provide additional funding --

9

make sure that the fireweed program does not get

10

forgotten.

If we don't continue both of these

11

programs, we're going to run into problems now.

12

The Administration had originally combined

13

this with another project to put all of the alien

14

species eradication and the fencing into one lump

15

sum at $200,000.

16

these particular projects separate and unique, and

17

we've been funding them for years now.

18

a loss of a lot of well-intended funds if we were to

19

allow the miconia to not be fully funded and then,

20

again -- well, I shouldn't say fully funded.

21

least funded to this level so that we can do the

22

eradication and to allow it to seed, because once

23

that miconia seeds, we'll be back at square one.

24
25

I believe it's appropriate to keep

It would be

At

So we're well along into a program that needs
to be funded to the point where can actually do the
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1

job and complete it out, and if we combine it with

2

the other one, which is a $200,000 grant, it

3

wouldn't even meet what miconia needs are.

4

you.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank

The Chair is

6

recommending $50,000 with a proviso under fireweed

7

that no disbursement shall be made until matching

8

funds dollar for dollar.
Okay.

9

Line 285.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman.

Maui Symphony Orchestra.
Yeah.

Mr. Arakawa.

No, just as a comment on

13

this last one, as you were saying matching funds.

14

There's going to be Federal funds that are going to

15

come in that are probably around $800,000, as I

16

understand.

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm looking more from the individual

private property owners.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Line 285, Members, we have two proposals to

21

increase.

Ms. Johnson, 50,000.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Due to the tremendous

23

success of the Maui Symphony and the strides that

24

they have made in really doing some innovative

25

programs, and particularly their youth involvement,
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1

which I also think helps address the drug use issues

2

that our community is facing,

3

will be put to good use, and also it will be used to

4

secure other funds which they have sought to obtain.

5

So it will go a long way than just merely the extra

6

50,000.

Thank you.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

I know that this money

Mr. Arakawa.

Mr. Chairman, I feel that the Maui

Symphony Orchestra is one of the true areas where we

10

learn appreciation for the fine arts.

11

an excellent job in the past, and what I'm seeking

12

to do is maintain the level of funding as last year.

13

Thank you.

14
15

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Any questions?

line 288, Microenterprise.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

They've done

Okay.

Members,

Ms. Johnson.

Yes, on the MEO Microenterprise I

17

really feel that with the testimony that we received

18

from the recipients who have been assisted by this

19

program and also with some of the innovations that

20

are being really developed within the MEO area, I

21

would really like to continue allowing them that

22

the funding, you know, so that they can continue to

23

expand and bring in more small businesses.

24

get increased pressure due to all kinds of problems

25

that exist on the mainland, our tourism is going
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1

down in some respects and may not rise to the past

2

levels that we've had.

3

maintained, so I just want to get them at the level

4

that they were at last year.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

I really want to see this

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I too

7

want to see us retain the level we did last year.

8

As every community that we've gone to, virtually,

9

we've had people come up to us and tell us how their

10

businesses were started and how the training program

11

of MEO was the key to their success.

12

it is one of the most successful business starting

13

ventures that we have for economic development.

14

amount of funding that we're putting in to get these

15

businesses started is insignificant to the amount of

16

benefit the community gets in the long run.

17

everyone of these people that are actually helped

18

and started on the business, you know, it's another

19

new business for Maui, and Maui County really

20

deserves to have and really needs to have the small

21

business as its heart and soul.

22

for the same level of funding as last year.

23

decrease.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I believe that

The

For

And so I'm asking
No

Questions?

Seeing none, let's move on to 291, 292, 293.
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Let's take Ms. Johnson first.

2

recommendation for Maui Nui Botanical Gardens.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

She has a proviso

I know that with some of the

4

restrictions that have been placed on the use of

5

funds, in past contracts they had been restricted to

6

not using any of the monies for any of their

7

staffing based on some kind of union objection, and

8

I believe that with the privatization issue, also

9

because of the fact that they do get workers where

10

the Federal government is paying a portion of their

11

wage, I think that we should be able to at least

12

capitalize on some of that money at the Federal

13

level.
So if we put in a small amount, let's say a

14
15

stipend for a portion of the wage and the remainder

16

of the wage is funded from other areas, I think it's

17

really important that they have that flexibility,

18

whether they want to use it for CIP or for a portion

19

of their funding for their employees, because most

20

of those should qualify under other Federal

21

programs.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa

Mr. Chairman.

-- an increase.
Thank you.

Well, actually, what
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1

I'm looking at is I'm looking at trying to get a

2

level funding as last year, and basically Maui Nui

3

Botanical Gardens has been struggling to get

4

established for many years.

5

mandated when I was Chair of the Parks Committee

6

long time ago, and when we abolished the zoo, we

7

wanted to create a botanical garden that was really

8

something that would be part of the infrastructure

9

that we have within our County.

It's something that we

To establish the

10

Botanical Garden to the level that we want to have

11

it, they're going to need proper funding.

12

can't have proper funding, you can't do the job

13

right, and at least level funding from last year

14

would allow them to continue the work that they're

15

doing.

16

If you

As was stated earlier by a testifier, by Lisa

17

Raymond earlier this morning, you know, they've had

18

a lot of children go through that area.

19

a nice -- I had the opportunity to walk through

20

there last week, and they're doing tremendous work,

21

and we need to continue the work that we're doing.

22

If we don't allow them to continue the work, this is

23

the only area that we are doing coastal type of

24

reforestation in the creation of seed -- seedlings

25

for native species, and this is an area where we can
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1

really do a real good exhibit to go along with the

2

program that we had tried to adopt a long time ago

3

whereby Maui Nui Botanical Garden would be the

4

dryland exhibit for all of Maui for our tourists as

5

well as our residents, and this is the exhibition

6

area that we wanted to create.

7

Park was the other area for wetland, but this was

8

going to be the area where we created the dryland

9

exhibition and also to create a lot of seedlings

The area up in lao

10

that are necessary for reproduction in other areas

11

as well.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

The Chair's

13

recommendation, a reduction of $30,000.

14

the original proposal that was supported by the

15

Council was that this would be eventually a

16

self-sufficient program with no additional County

17

funding required, so I'm reducing the grant request.

18

296,

I believe

the Piko A'o Learning Center.

I think

19

Ms. Tavares had a recommendation in another area,

20

and the Chair has a proviso recommendation that lao

21

Kepaniwai Park be the suggested location for this

22

type of cultural restoration program.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

I think I explained it earlier

24

when we moved -- when I had it moved to the Cultural

25

Restoration Grants.

I believe we heard that there
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1

weren't that many applications for Cultural

2

Restoration, but this is a prime candidate for it,

3

and I thought moving it there made sense, and using

4

also that same proviso to look at -- seriously look

5

at Kepaniwai Park because of the infrastructure

6

that's already there.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Thank you.

Okay.

Members, we'll move --

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The proviso for Kepaniwai Park is --

11

because Kepaniwai represents a variety of cultures

12

there and because Piko A'o is focused on Hawaiian

13

culture and not the diverse cultures that are

14

located in that park, if we have a proviso that

15

looks at Kepaniwai, then what additional funds, if

16

any, are going to be provided for the other aspects

17

of that park to be kept at the same level as the

18

Hawaiian aspect of that park?

19

we're going to use Kepaniwai, then wouldn't it be

20

wise for us to also provide monies for the other

21

cultures to enhance their portions of that park?

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

In other words, if

Very good question, Mr. Kane, and I would

23

say if we had proposals for the other different

24

cultures that we've already established in the

25

valley, being the Japanese pavilion, the Filipino
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pavilion, Chinese pavilion, I would be happy to make

2

a recommendation so that we can address the various

3

diversity of this community, since Ms. Padilla-Holt

4

was heart

5

I'm willing to support the proposal to be a part of

6

that valley's component, but I welcome any other

7

group to come in and present a proposal for

8

consideration by this body.

9

I'm only willing to recommend to you this

10

earnest enough to put forth a proposal,

Since they have not,

consideration at this time.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for the clarification.

Thank you.

Okay, Members, may I direct you

13

to line 300, please, as this is regarding the Solar

14

Water Heater Initiative Project.

15

generated a lot of thought in this area, and so we

16

have from no changes to complete reduction or

17

elimination of this project at this time.

18

don't I just -- let's see, who -- who can we go to?

19

I'm recommending, of course, Members, half the

20

funding only, a reduction of $500,000.

21

We seem to have

So why

If I understand the initiative proposal from

22

the Administration correctly, I'm not convinced that

23

$1 million is worthy right now.

24

them with half the funding, see what type of

25

response we do receive from this segment of the

I would like to see
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community, see if it works.

2

would like to think that we have a little better

3

grasp than the State does regarding this type of

4

energy initiatives, as well as I'm going to be

5

preparing that I believe we need a sunset date and

6

reporting back requirements, which I believe

7

Ms. Tavares has recommended a proviso.
So that it from the halfway point.

8
9

10

11

I hope it works.

I

Now we'll

go to Ms. Tavares, who went to the three-quarter way
point.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Almost.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

My

12

reduction was to allow for what I thought would be

13

like a pilot almost, pilot program, involving

14

perhaps up to 100 homes at around 3,000 a home, so

15

that's where I got the 300,000, and I think that

16

from the discussion that is we had here in the

17

chamber, that the mechanism for processing

18

applications or advertising or whatever is a bit

19

sketchy, and I would like to see them get started

20

and have a good foundation before we put more money

21

in.

22

I would love to, you know, do a million

23

dollars, but if it were in place already that had

24

some kind of track record, but I think we should go

25

a little bit cautiously and see how it works out and
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see what kind of glitches may occur, because the

2

target group of low income, most of those low income

3

people do not own their own homes, so how are they

4

going to buy a water

5

know, there's things like that that I had questions

6

about.

7

program first, and then make it grow from its

8

successes.

9

So, you

So I would want to go slowly, do a pilot

Thank you.
Thank you.

Let's see.

Mr. Carroll,

10

any comments at this time?

Thank you.

Mr. Molina,

11

anything at this time?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

solar water heater.

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I don't know, pretty much I think

13

you and Ms. Tavares have said it all.

14

take a cautious approach with anything that is

15

experimental in nature, and as far as the plans

16

itself are not quite -- the full -- it's not been

17

given to us in full detail yet and there hasn't been

18

any other programs that have been put in place, so I

19

prefer to take a cautious approach with this,

20

Mr. Chair.

21
22

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

For me, I

Thank you.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, any comments

regarding your
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, just that if you would want to

24

make a recommendation, since we all seem to be

25

thinking along those same lines for, you know, let's
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1

say a number that we can agree on, I have no problem

2

with that.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Well, the Chair will do

4

that in the next round.

5

biggest proposal change, which is elimination.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa, you have the

Mr. Chairman, when we listened to

7

this proposal, it sound really good.

It's a

8

touchy-feely issue, provide low income housing with

9

solar water heater as a project, but at the same

10

time when we asked what is exactly the target group,

11

we're looking at one month in this area for low

12

income and then after that opening it up to

13

everybody.
Now, when we're talking about the people in

14
15

the community with the most need, we're talking

16

about the people that rent, lease, live with their

17

parents, their grandparents, their friends because

18

they can't afford a house, and when we're talking

19

about people that own homes, you know, we're talking

20

about the upper third of the people that are on the

21

island.

22

the State and Maui Electric that takes most of the

23

burden of solar water heater projects off of the

24

homeowner, and essentially what we're trying to do

25

now is we're trying to make it free to the homeowner

We already have programs in place between
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1

so that they can get this -- all the solar heater

2

that they want on the expense of people that really

3

can't afford to have their own homes.

4

So looking at this project and the

5

sketchiness of who is actually going to get the work

6

to be able to get the benefits of this project, I am

7

not supportive of the project, and if it can be

8

shown to me where we're truly going to be dealing

9

with the people that are having a hard time, low

10

income, then I could support it, but everything that

11

I've heard to this point was, well, we're going to

12

try this and, you know, we're not sure where the

13

market is.

14

People that are getting million dollar homes

15

could apply for this project.

16

the idea of everybody being able to get a solar

17

heater and that they should to be able to reduce

18

costs, I think that people that can afford to get

19

the solar heater should get it on their own, not the

20

people -- the taxpayers paying the burden for

21

everybody else.

22

So while I applaud

Now, if I could be -- again, if I could be

23

assured that the project was going to be geared only

24

towards those people that were going to have a real

25

difficult time to afford it,

I could support it, but
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that's not what this program is being pitched as.

2

The one month or so that we're going to be allowing

3

for just the affordable, to me opens it up to too

4

much

5

support that with taxpayer dollars.

6

-

- of people that can't afford it,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

and I can't

And again, Members, final

Thank you.

7

decision of policy and what will be approved is

8

among all of you.

9

proposal, and I appreciate your comments,

We are -- we have the Mayor's

10

Mr. Arakawa, but the power of how and where we go is

11

in the nine of us.
Okay.

12
13

Members, line 304, which is the lao

Theatre Grant.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

18

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, before we go to that one,

can I do 301?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm sorry.

19

sorry.

20

Ms. Tavares.

21

Mr. Chairman?

I am very sorry.

30

I'm

There is a proviso being proposed by

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, and I'm not sure that that

22

proviso is legal for us to do, but my intention

23

would be that there be some way that we can control

24

what's happening with the program or that we're kept

25

apprised of the status.

So if it would be easier or
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more legal for us to require a quarterly report to

2

be submitted to the Council because this is illegal,

3

I would certainly entertain that.

4

we can control the funds, the release of funds, and

5

I would defer to Mr. Moto.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm not sure if

Mr. Moto, do you have -- wait.

You know

7

what, Mr. Moto, I would prefer you have some time

8

to --

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

By the next round.

-- have the response so that by the second

11

round you can respond specifically to Mrs. --

12

Ms. Tavares' request.

13

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, I just want to state that

14

actually I and your staff have communicated about

15

several of the provisos, but we have actually

16

withheld our comments because we thought it was not

17

appropriate at this stage, but when the time comes,

18

we will advise you, and we've already been thinking

19

about some of these provisos, et cetera.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Mr. Moto.
Okay.

Thank you, Members, for keeping me on

23

the straight and narrow.

24

Theatre, line 304, Mr. Molina.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

We have lao

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.
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1

is the last of my proposed deletions for today.

2

had questions and concerns that were brought up to

3

me by a couple of people in the Wailuku area about

4

the usage of the proposed increase.

5

the prior fiscal year they had 100,000, and they're

6

asking for an additional 100,000 this year.

7

questions I had were answered, so I feel comfortable

8

at this point withdrawing that proposed decrease.

9

Thank you.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I

As you know,

Delete line 304.

The

And

11

again, Members, lao Theatre is the County of Maui's

12

property.

13

Okay.

May we go to line 307, Sports

14

Promotion.

15

However, Ms. Tavares and Mr. Molina is recommending

16

I believe a transfer.

17

We have five identical amounts.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, I'm recommending that this

18

amount be transferred to the Parks Department for

19

their incurred expenses for preparing for a lot of

20

these events that are held at Parks facilities, such

21

as the War Memorial Stadium and for the Lahaina

22

Civic Center and that gym for the two major events

23

that occur on our properties, and I just felt it was

24

more fitting, since I don't believe they are being

25

compensated any other way, and this money would
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1

certainly go a long way to helping the Parks

2

Department pay for some of the overtime and

3

dedication of people that are devoted to preparing

4

for these different events.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, pretty much along those same

7

lines, Mr. Chair.

8

to Parks and obviously sports events, so I think in

9

my mind that's a better usage of these funds.

10

11
12

13
14

I think it -- it still has ties

Thank

you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, you have a

similar proposal you're thinking -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
that.

Yeah, and I have no problem with

That's fine.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

Mr. Chairman, 307 actually was

17

combined last year with the grants and disbursements

18

of Cultural Arts, Sports, and Events Promotions.

19

That was increased by $50,000 this year, and this

20

was taken out from that group and separated.

21

believe we should put it back in, allow the 100

22

the $50,000 extra in that area to cover the

23

additional costs.

24

this entire 100,000.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So that's why I want to remove

Thank you.

The Chair is
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recommending the elimination of this grant.

I think

2

if there's an overtime concern, that should be

3

charged to the applicant that wants to use, if it

4

requires additional County manpower and material,

5

and I believe this one definitely can be weaned from

6

the bottle.
Okay, Members, may I direct you to the next

7

8

page.

We will now enter into Parks and Recreation.

9

We have two proposals

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair?

Ms. Johnson.
If you look at two lines, one

13

under the SERV and one under GASB, is there any way

14

that we can agree on those, since those were

15

separate programs, or are those just within --

16
17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because it's under the Office of the Mayor,

I would prefer to wait, Ms. Johnson, please.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

All right.

Thank you.

Okay, Members, 2 -- I'm sorry.

20

I beg your pardon.

21

the Parks and Recreation Administration of 25,000

22

each.

23

Line 316, a request of 25,000 to

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, that was just simply, again,

24

that same area of the evaluation, and Mr. Miyazono

25

had indicated that he would like to move along those
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lines as well, and we can discuss that later.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, and this is based on -- I

4

don't have it in for every department, because I

5

you know, I don't know how fast all the departments

6

can move in this direction, but I believe because of

7

Parks Department is looking at certification for its

8

recreation program, that it's timely to have this go

9

in conjunction with an evaluation of their entire

10

11

program.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions in this

12

area?

13

an increased proposal from Ms. Johnson for the Maui

14

Community Correctional Center Workline Program.

15

Ms. Johnson.

16

If not, we will move on to line 319.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

We have

I like round numbers, so I

17

just rounded it off to 200,000, but I also support

18

what they do, because I think it is a very useful

19

program and we certainly have used it in our Parks

20

projects.

21

have cost increases like anyone else.

22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So to me, it's very valuable, and they

Okay.

Thank you.

Anything else in that?

Seeing none, Members, line 322, Community

24

Workday Program.

We have a request to increase

25

$24,000 addition by Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I increased that just because

2

of the fact that they are getting involved in a lot

3

of community cleanup projects.

4

needs, and so wherever we can support them -- and I

5

know there's other parts in the budget, also in

6

dengue cleanup, but I think sometimes that

7

they're volunteers and the people that are actually

8

working, you know, within community workday, they

9

have cost increases too, and I really would like to

They have additional

10

see that program be supported.

11

be, 11m sure, very much appreciated by them.

12
13
14
15

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

that one request?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So any amount would

Any other questions on

Mr. Arakawa.
Yeah, just a comment,

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

You can ask a question to clarify.

17

save comments for round 2, Mr. Arakawa.

18

something you want to clarify on that one?

19
20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

You have

Well, it's a question and a

comment.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

23

Weill

Ask the question, please.
In the Dengue Cleanup Program I

put 70 -- I put 750,000.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

The Community Workday Program I
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would assume would be able to tie on to that if they

2

are able to -- they need more funds and they're

3

helping with that cleanup, correct?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Budget Director, any comment?

5

6
7

I would assume they are able to.

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

The Community Workday

does qualify for funds in the dengue cleanup.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

And again, Members, I believe

10

someone from the Committee asked the question, it is

11

in your Department response, because I know I read

12

it a couple of times, but I believe the

13

Beautification Fund that Ms. Tavares is proposing an

14

increase to $4, I believe part of that fund is

15

available for Community Workday projects also, so

16

they have another source of funding for certain

17

segments of their program.

18

information with you.

19

20
21

So I just share that

Okay, Members, line 325, YMCA Skate Parks.
We have a proposal to increase.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Ms. Johnson.

I've spoken with Mike

22

Morris, and they're always falling short in the

23

skate park operations, and because they're really

24

taking this function -- doing us a favor to the

25

County by taking over those responsibilities, I
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really hate to see their program suffer as a result

2

of it.

3

going to be -- you know, I'm asking for an increase,

4

but I really believe that it merits the increase

5

because they are doing a service for our youth.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I know it's not a lot of money that is

Thank you.

Okay.

No questions on that,

7

may we go to line 328, Lahaina Restoration

8

Foundation.

9

Ms. Johnson.

10

We have a request to increase by

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Once again -- and I don't

11

know if other Members made this increase in other

12

areas, but I really felt that it was important to

13

recognize what Mr. Freeland had said when they are

14

continuously falling short on the care of the Banyan

15

Tree, and because this, I believe, would fall under

16

the general section or category of the

17

responsibilities underneath that grant, caring for

18

the Banyan Tree, I wanted to make sure that they had

19

sufficient money to take care of it.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Questions?

21

Seeing none, 331, we have a re

22

of 100,000 for Maui Community Center.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

Well, actually, Mr. Chairman, it's

not an elimination.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

elimination

Excuse me.

It's moving -You're transferring it.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yeah, to under Parks Department.

Okay.
Basically what I'm doing is --

4

because it's a development of a community center,

5

which comes under the direction of the Parks

6

Department, and these are for purchases of

7

equipment, tables and chairs as listed, I believe it

8

should be under the Parks Department.

9

is moving it under the appropriate department.

10

11

All I'm doing

There's no reduction.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

It currently is under Parks, Mr. Arakawa.

12

So if you can just double check it for us and then

13

get back to the Chair, please.

Thank you.

Okay, Members may we move down to line 338.

14
15

The Chairman is recommending a reduction in the Park

16

Caretaker I position.

17

five-man Turf Team proposal.

18

recommending at this time to eliminate two Park

19

Caretaker I expansion projects and leave in the

20

Equipment Operator, Park Caretaker II, Sprinkler

21

System Repairer I, as what I believe makes better

22

sense at this point in time.

23

of 33,392 from the original request for the Turf

24

Team.

25

Okay.

This is part of the
The Chair is

So I have a reduction

Line 339, Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, this proposal

2

would be to thaw out the frozen position of the

3

Building Maintenance Repairer I.

4

eight-month position funding.

5

hearing and seeing as we went from district to

6

district the condition of some of the community

7

centers, and I believe that we need to beef up our

8

Parks Maintenance area, and this is one way to do

9

it, by unfreezing this position that was priorly

10
11
12
13

It's an

I think we've been

frozen, the Building Maintenance Repairer.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Questions on

this, Members?
Seeing none, may I direct you to line 340,

14

which is a specific language proviso proposed by

15

Ms. Tavares.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, there's a

17

correction on that proviso, and what it should read

18

is provided that the Construction Maintenance

19

Program shall perform work for the Department of

20

Parks and Recreation only.

21

to the Building Maintenance Repairer.

22

little miscommunication there, and this came up

23

with -- because the Parks Maintenance --

24

Construction Maintenance crew does work allover the

25

place and it had been a policy before that it be

It was not in reference
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Parks Department only, then the policy changed and

2

it's everybody first come first serve, or I don't

3

know what system they use now, and all departments

4

are using or can use these Parks Maintenance people,

5

and I thought the purpose of having them in the

6

Parks Department was to repair Parks facilities,

7

which are in need of repair.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

And again, Members, I

believe you have a written response from the Parks

10

Department regarding the breakdown of I believe

11

hours and estimated dollar value to the amount of

12

work they do outside of their specific Department,

13

so I was going to look for it, tell you where

14

specifically to find it, but if you've been reading

15

your responses, it's there.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Mr. Chair, I was going to mention

17

that during the second round so everybody can pull

18

out their memo.

19
20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Line 341, I have a

request to increase by 181,000.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I think if you add it up I got it

22

from somewhere else, which I can't exactly remember

23

where, but I just really believe that our -- our

24

buildings and the things that Parks has control of

25

are in a horrible state of disrepair, and I put in
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1

additional money because I really feel it's

2

warranted.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

How come such an un round number?

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I don't know.

I got it from

5

somewhere and it was in the wee hours of the

6

morning, Ms. Tavares.

7

any amount would be appreciated, I think, by our

8

public who uses these facilities with the doors

9

hanging off.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So it's a bizarre number, but

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Just for a point of clarification.

Yes.
If you add up the Park Maintenance

15

Program overall number from the Mayor's Office and

16

Ms. Johnson, it's a very round number.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

rationale.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:
Okay.

Okay.

Thank you for that clarification.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Thank you very much.

Mr. Arakawa, 342

22

24

I knew there was some kind of

Yeah.

I've already explained that.
Thank you.

Okay.

And, Members,

that was the 100,000 for Maui Community Center.
Line 343, Mr. Kawano is requesting an
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increase of 104,000, more or less, for Molokai Parks

2

and Recreation, and I believe he has a breakdown.

3

Tamara.

4

MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Mr. Chair, I'm not sure if all the

if

5

Members received this, I think they did.

6

this is various equipment for the Molokai Parks and

7

Recreation.

8

Administration to ask them to take a look and see if

9

some of it is already included in the current

10
11

Most of

We did give the list to the

proposal.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

The -- do you have a date on that

12

transmittal from the -- Mr. Kawano's office to the

13

Members?

14

MS. KOLLER:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16
17

It's dated April 18th.
Okay.

Members, if you need a copy, staff

will be happy to help provide you with one.
Members, under Planning and Development of

18

the Parks and Recreation Department, line 346 we

19

have a position request for your consideration by

20

Ms. Tavares.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

In the Parks Planning and

22

Development Program I'm proposing to add a Parks

23

Project Manager to the staff there.

24

the demand placed upon the Department to do big and

25

small projects is a little overwhelming.

I think that
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1

hasn't changed in ten years, and I think that by

2

adding a Parks Project Manager we'll be able to

3

finish more of the smaller projects, but the ones

4

probably closer to people's hearts.

5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Questions on

the position request?
Seeing none, let us turn to the next page

7

8

under Recreation and Support Services Program.

9

have -- why don't we take the proposal from

We

10

Ms. Tavares first, and then we'll go to Ms. Johnson

11

regarding two Park Rangers that has been proposed by

12

the Mayor's Administration.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

The

14

present budget has two Park Rangers that would

15

become Park employees, and I'm suggesting that

16

instead of having two Park employees, that we use an

17

opportunity to provide for an outside contractor, an

18

independent contract, and since I, like Ms. Johnson,

19

like round numbers, I made it 50,000 instead of 46

20

or whatever it was.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Ms. Johnson, your proposal.

I totally concur with Charmaine.
Thank you very much.

The Chair

24

found that very intriguing and I'm very open to that

25

proposal.
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Ms. Tavares, line 350, Ka Lima contract.

1

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

This is another opportunity I

3

think we can increase our independent contractors by

4

taking some position -- some of the work

5

responsibilities and giving it to another agency and

6

thereby freeing up Park Caretakers to do more of the

7

Parks maintenance types of work, rather than the

8

janitorial types.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

10
11

12
13

Okay.

Thank you.

May we move down to line 351.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

22

And I moved it to this section in

the budget.

17

20

Mr. Chair, this is the money that

I moved from the Sports Promotion.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

We have

a request for 100,000 from Ms. Tavares.

14

16

Any questions on that?

Okay.
So it's 100,000 for Special Events

Support.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Questions?

Seeing none, line

352, we have 150,000 request from Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and once again, I wanted to

23

add to some of the Supplies and Services category

24

for the Parks Department.

25

need our help.

I think that they really

Our parks are being loved to death,
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1

but the other thing I think that it might give them

2

some flexibility.

3

services on occasion where they really desperately

4

need maybe some kind of additional staffing that's

5

not available, and particularly because we have some

6

Parks people that, you know, they're working long

7

hours and we have a couple people out on leave also.

8

If they have that flexibility now, given the fact

9

that the -- I guess the union contracts are being

If they did have to contract for

10

looked at a little bit differently in terms of

11

privatization, it may be -- and it may be I guess

12

the same lines of the Ka Lima contract, maybe moving

13

into those areas and maybe some nighttime support

14

for the duties that they would ordinarily have to

15

perform under Parks.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Maybe you can have a chat with

17

Mr. Moto to see, under his understanding of the

18

collective bargaining agreements, whether that would

19

be a permissible option for us.

20

Okay, Members, let us move down to Waiehu

21

Golf Course Golf Fund, line 357.

22

being proposed by Ms. Tavares.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

We have a proviso

I think that with the

24

increased focus on the golf course, as pointed out

25

when we get to the CIP section, I was a little
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1

disappointed to see that the last USGA Green section

2

evaluation of the golf course was dated 1997, and

3

they do provide very valuable information as far as

4

assessment of turf management in particular, and I

5

would like to just add this proviso.

6

money item that I'm adding.

7

that they seek this greens report for next -- next

8

year.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

It's not a

It's just a proviso

Okay, Members, that

wraps up Parks and Recreation.
Members, there's no proposed changes from the

11

12

Department of Personnel Services proposal of

13

898,339,

14

this as the working number.

so if there's no objections, we will use

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Let us move on

17

to the Department of Planning, under the

18

Administration and Planning Program I have a request

19

from Ms. Johnson for $25,000.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Probably when Tamara and I

21

were visiting I didn't make myself clear.

22

two different things that I am looking at.

23

first one I'll address, which it actually -- the

24

line 374 and 375 I guess are -- and I have to

25

refresh my memory.

The

I'll have to go back and look at
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1

my sheets, but anyway, I'll just -- I'll address one

2

at a time.
Transportation Infrastructure Plan, we had

3
4

begun at the Council with Ms. Baker and I think

5

Mr. Kracum the beginnings of our Transportation

6

Infrastructure Plan.

7

and we didn't complete the most important thing,

8

which was the actual adoption of the strategic

9

goals, and that is the part of it that I would

10

We took it to a certain level,

really like to see completed.
Now, if it's not appropriate to do under

11

12

Planning, I don't know if it would be this Council

13

under Charmaine or wherever, but I didn't want us to

14

forget that, so if it's going to be under Planning,

15

you know, particularly with Mr. -- Mr.-- either

16

Miskae or even maybe Mr. Medeiros.

17

don't know where it would be, but I put it there.

You know, I

18

So that's why the $25,000 is there, because I

19

think that would be more than enough to complete the

20

rest of that work that we've begun, and it would

21

help tremendously to move us forward in the

22

prioritization of all of our transportation

23

infrastructure.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Budget Director,

Mr. Medeiros is situated in the Office of the Mayor,
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1
2
3

4
5

or can you tell us where?
MS. YOSHIMURA:

He is in the Department of Management

under the Managing Director.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Under the Managing Director.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

for that specific proposal.

8

Line 375.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Arakawa.
Just as a clarification.

Wasn't

he under Long Range Planning, Brian Miskae?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

15

You

might consider that Department, Ms. Johnson --

6

12

Okay.

No, we're talking about Mr. Medeiros.
No, wasn't Mr. Medeiros put

under --

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

-- Mr. Miskae?

18

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Mr. Medeiros is working with Mr. Miskae in

19

the Department of Planning under Long Range, but he

20

is hired under the Department of Management.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Because I thought in the

22

organizational chart he was under Miskae.

23

incorrect?

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, your

request for $35,000 for Smart Growth.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And this, again, would be

2

more a proviso than anything else.

What I was

3

looking at is in our Smart Growth Conference so many

4

times what we look at are just another workshop but

5

there's no implementation.

6

conference, if that's what we're going to have, to

7

an actual pilot project that we would be able to

8

actually say we had an action item.

9

monies are used for achieving an action, I really

So I wanted to tie a

So unless the

10

would prefer that we don't spend money on workshops

11

unless they include an action aspect of them.

12

that is more -- if you want to call it a proviso on

13

the Smart Growth Conference, that's fine, but, you

14

know, however it's -- it's outlined, that is my

15

thought.
Okay.

So

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Kane.

19

MS. KAWASAKI:

Mr. Chair?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

21

MS. KAWASAKI:

For clarification, Ms. Johnson did have

Mr. Chair?

22

that change under the Smart Growth Conference, and I

23

moved it up to under Administration because her

24

wording was for implementation and action on Smart

25

Growth.

You can't have that under a Smart Growth
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1

Conference because the money would be specifically

2

for a conference.

3

it.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So that's the reason for moving

Thank you for that clarification.

5

Members, line 378.

The Chair's recommendation,

6

elimination of this proposal.

7

consider funding programs, not overhead and

8

personnel costs.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

I'm willing to

Mr. Arakawa.
Mr. Chairman, I also am
I'm getting tired of

10

recommending elimination.

11

funding with taxpayer dollars conferences that we

12

don't get results from.

13

requested to have a conference.

14

money that was already put in for another conference

15

the other year, and what do we get for it?

16

know, if we're going to be getting results, we're

17

actually going to get implementing action as

18

Councilwoman Johnson asked for,

19

putting money to implementing action, but I cannot

20

support just another conference for the sake of

21

conference.

22

This is $35,000 being
This is on top of

You

I can understand

It's great to have a big party, to have a lot

23

of people get together, but the results for the

24

public is what we're really looking for, and I'm

25

just not seeing that in these types of conferences.
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1

I want to actually get a plan together that we can

2

work on where welre actually implementing, and so

3

far all the conferences live had -- you know, we

4

attend a lot of different conferences, and basically

5

the same people attend most of the conferences or a

6

lot of the people attend the same conferences, and

7

it's a great party for us to go to, but the results

8

are not significant in my mind.

9

actual implementation of these plans.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I want to see

And I believe,

11

Ms. Johnson, gave us part of your proposal from line

12

375?

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Thank you.

Let us move on to line 381.

15

have an increase requested by Mr. Arakawa for

16

Wailuku Main Street Tri-Isle Resource.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

We

Mr. Arakawa.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that

18

Wailuku Main Street -- 11m asking for a $35,000

19

addition to what's recommended, and I believe they

20

need that money to be able to maintain their

21

services.

22

We looked at the plans for Wailuku, which, you know,

23

they did extensive work and which I guess the group

24

that's looking at it now is plagiarizing a lot of.

25

live seen good plans from Paia, and Makawao is doing

In the past they've done tremendous work.
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So throughout the County I'm seeing

1

the same thing.

2

that their work is very well put together and

3

they've been pared down, and then -- they just need

4

the money flat out, so I'm recommending the addition

5

to their funds.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

7

Next page, Members, if we can move to line

8

384, besides myself and Ms. Johnson, the Chair is

9

recommending elimination of this grant for Plan-It

10

Maui.

11

specifically a South Maui Bikeway Program.

12

believe we have sufficient resources placed under

13

our Bikeway Fund.

14

over -- or at least, I should say, three --

15

$300,000, and I believe we can use that fund to

16

address the Plan-It Maui request.

17

the Chair is recommending this reduction.

18

Ms. Johnson.

19

My understanding of this project it was for

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I

I believe at this point we have

So that is why

And I recommended the reduction

20

because I had never heard of it and I wanted it for

21

Lahaina Historic District Update, which is the next

22

line, because that is something that is critical to

23

Lahaina Historic District and we don't have funding

24

for it.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

And again, Members,
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1

Ms. Johnson is referring to line 386, so what she

2

did is eliminate one and put that savings -- more or

3

less the savings back into another area, Lahaina

4

District -- Historic District Update.
Okay.

5

Let us move down to line 391.

6

a request for a Coastal Erosion Specialist,

7

Ms. Tavares, $40,000.

8

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

We have

I think from

time to time on many occasions we have heard

10

discussions in the Land Use Committee in particular

11

and partly in the Planning Committee that we wanted

12

more information regarding the shoreline erosion

13

rates or having a specialist like Rob Mullane come

14

in and give us an unbiased opinion regarding

15

shoreline protection and erosion, and I believe that

16

we -- if we want to maintain that -- or another look

17

from another perspective, that we should be funding

18

the position at least to an extent where we can

19

share some expenses with the Sea Grant Program to

20

provide this shoreline specialist who will advise

21

both the Planning Commission and the County Council.

22
23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

And I believe, Members,

Ms. Tavares did have a handout.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, I did give you a handout on

coastal processes, extension project year six, and
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1

on the last page of that it shows the breakdown for

2

the cost for this project, and this was just updated

3

I think yesterday or today, so my figure is a little

4

short.

5

so maybe in the second round we can talk about if we

6

want to have it or adjust it or whatever.

7

I put 40,000 in and this figure is 52,200,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

8

dated April 12th, 2002.

9

be leaving that area and

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that's a report

Okay.

Members, we will now

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Ms. Johnson.
I just had a question for

13

clarification from -- in that position.

14

possible that instead of having an employee of Maui

15

County that we could contract for these services

16

when they're needed or is that not a possibility?

17
18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is it

I would ask Ms. Tavares what her thoughts

were, please.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

This would actually be a grant to

20

Maui -- University of Hawaii Maui, Maui Community

21

College through the University of Hawaii Sea Grant

22

Program, so it would be a grant to them for this

23

position.

24

not be an employee of the County of Maui.

25

So they would not -- this person would

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, we will be

2

moving to the Department of Police.

At this time,

3

Members, the Chairman is recommending elimination of

4

a seven-position expansion for the Kihei beat.

5

have a reduction of $192,000 rounded off, and my

6

hopes would have been that it could be part of our

7

long-range address for the South Maui region with

8

the new South Maui Police Station proposal or

9

project that 11m very supportive of, and that I

So I

10

would hope we can have a better overall plan on how

11

welre going to address the new station, the new

12

site, as well as the manning and equipment of the

13

new South Maui District Police facility.

14

envisionment, of course, Members, is to have a

15

full-service station for South Maui whereby they

16

will have their own detaining or holding cells.

17

They will not need to come to the central station

18

and take time away from the specified district,

19

since it is a very, very large district, all the way

20

to the Pali Tunnel.

21

satisfied to move this forward, and that is my

22

reasons of asking your consideration, if anything,

23

to defer this to another budget year.

24
25

And my

So at this point 11m not

Ms. Tavares, you have a proviso on line 401.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think we were trying to go in
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1

the same direction but through different channels

2

perhaps.

3

positions for South Maui, we needed to watch that,

4

and so I had put the proviso in regarding holding

5

the salaries for those personnel.

6

can discuss it in second round.

I too feel that the seven police officer

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Okay.

So, you know, we

Thank you.
Mr. Chairman?

Yes, Mr. Arakawa.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Just for clarification, last year

11

we created the beat.

12

to eliminate?

Is that the beat you're trying

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This is the second beat.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, no.

This is an additional one.

So another beat, yes.

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members, line 404, at

19

this point in time the Chair is -- you know, I've

20

kind of -- I haven't been convinced of the need to

21

add on a permanent position, but yet I can still

22

feel a need to listen to the Chief's request for

23

this.

24

limited term position during this budget year and

25

then make a more definite permanent assessment and

So I am asking you that we look at this as a
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1

decision in the succeeding budget year, and so that

2

as it goes under Technical and Support Services for

3

the Department.
Let us move to the Department of the

4
5

Prosecuting Attorney.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

There has been no --

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, Mr. Arakawa.

leave Police.

Just for clarification before we

This -- the Kihei beat, we were

10

told -- I guess State of the County the Mayor said

11

all the positions were filled.

12

supposed to have been the first one that was filled.

13

Was it filled?

14
15

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Kihei beat was

Budget Director, do you have a response to

Mr. Arakawa?
MS. YOSHIMURA:

Mr. Chair, I believe in the Mayor's State

17

of the County he said that by the end of the

18

calendar year we should be near full force.

19

Police Department did give you a staffing report

20

dated April 4th with their current vacancies.

21

this current time they have 23 vacancies with eight

22

being selected, 12 applicants being processed, and

23

15 applicants to be processed.

24

background checks.

25

the positions with the

At

They're doing the

So if they were to fill all of
with those numbers, they
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1

2

have excess applicants.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

My question was in the last yearls

3

budget we put in the proviso that the first recruit

4

class, seven of those members would go to Kihei.

5

That was in last yearls budget.

6

positions filled?

7

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Were those

Well, the proviso was that the monies be

8

used for the six officer positions, and I believe

9

the Chief used his discretion as to where the police

10

officers needed to be placed within the -- the

11

community, so lIm not sure if the six are filled

12

specifically for Kihei.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay, Mr. Chairman, can we check

on that?

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, we can, Mr. Arakawa.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Because I made that provision

17

proviso last year and it was intended specifically

18

that we take care of that particular beat because we

19

had recommendations on it, and I did hear the Mayor

20

say at the State of the County that he had filled

21

all the positions, not at the end of the year.

22

either way, you know, we should have had at least

23

one graduating class that could have filled the

24

positions.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

WeIll follow up on that,
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1

Mr. Arakawa.

And again, part of the staffing

2

response is by the Chief dated April 12th, 2002,

3

which you should have in your files as part of the

4

Chief's response to staffing.
Okay, Members, Department of Prosecuting

5
6

Attorney.

7

or proposals.

8

that we use this as the working number.

9
10

There is no recommendations, revisions,

COUNCIL MEMBERS:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would ask if there's no objections,

No objections.

Okay.

Thank you very much, Members.

Okay.

11

We are going to a very large department, Members, so

12

at this time before we start on Public Works and

13

Waste Management, the Chair will have a seven-minute

14

recess.

15

RECESS:

16

RECONVENE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel)

2: 33 p.m.
2: 45 p.m.

(Gavel)

Okay.

We shall reconvene the

18

Budget and Finance Fiscal Year 2002 review for the

19

22nd of April.

20

Members, we are now on the first pass for the

21

Department of Public Works and Waste Management.

22

We'll skip line 415 until Ms. Johnson returns.

23

Okay.

24

excuse me, but 415 and 418 looks to be companion

25

requests, and there she is, Ms. Johnson, so

Well, if you notice, though, Members -- and
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1

that's -- maybe we can go -- no, it's Mr. Nishiki.
Okay.

2
3

4

Ms. Johnson, line 415, you have an

addition of $53,000 under Department Evaluation.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, it's the same area, again,

5

Mr. Chair, with regard to looking at our

6

departments, and because there was so many divisions

7

within this Department I felt that additional funds

8

would be needed.

9

Thank you.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So we can address that later.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, okay, 418,

11

I believe this is where you cut the 53,000, reducing

12

engineering expenses.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And, you know, what I did was I

14

cut the engineering expense, and it was basically

15

because I was really unclear about what the function

16

and the duties of these particular engineers were

17

going to be involved with, and, you know, sometimes

18

by adding expenses to our -- you know, to our annual

19

budget, I'm not sure if some of those services could

20

also be contracted out.

21

because sometimes if we have a specific project, it

22

may be less expensive than creating a long-term

23

debt, you know, for the County in creating these

24

positions.

25

or not we can farm out these positions and not

And that's my concern,

So I -- I basically need to know whether
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1

create additional reoccurring debt for the people of

2

Maui.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Again, Members, the --

I

4

believe Ms. Johnson is referring to the two Civil

5

Engineers expansion request from the Administration,

6

and I believe one was basically for the assisting in

7

the design portion of the departments regarding ADA

8

compliance and other County projects, as well as the

9

second engineering was part of the construction

10

management design team for the larger projects,

11

which we're going after huge sums of Federal

12

funding.

13

two in the road areas and design areas.

14

And so that is my understanding of those

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And once again, I'm just

15

uncertain as to whether or not it is better from a

16

cost analysis basis to do those in house or to do

17

outside contracts.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

We'll get that

19

discussion in the second round.

20

419.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, Ms. Johnson,

419 was when I took out the

22

funding for the engineering employees, I also took

23

out the funding for their equipment, which was 28,

24

100.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Line 420,
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1

Members, we have a proposal from Mr. Nishiki for

2

$50,000, Air Quality Study.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Mr. Nishiki.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As we

4

were discussing the maintenance for this building, I

5

thought that it would undertake a study for the

6

oxygen that we breathe so that we could make good

7

decisions.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10
11

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Or lack of.

Thank you.

Members--

(Inaudible) .

-- under special maintenance program, line

423, we have an addition $20,000 from Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and that was for the West

13

Maui Watershed Protection.

14

provide additional funding for Public Works and

15

Waste Management to do the clean-out of the basin

16

that was built as a temporary measure to keep the

17

flood waters out of Lahaina.

18

previously through a joint venture, basically

19

several organizations as well as the County stepped

20

forward, but I want to make sure that those funds

21

are at least used for the clean out.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Basically it's to

It was funded

Members, 424, we have an

23

Alien Species Eradication proposal from Ms. Johnson,

24

300,000.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And, you know, we can tie this
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1

back into the other one.

2

this, but as long as we have enough funding to take

3

care of our alien species, I'm also looking at not

4

just the weeds per se.

5

the lizards and some of the other little creatures.

6

I think you've got recently the frog -- the

7

poisonous -- poisoned art frog was found, and so

8

we're focusing a lot of our alien species primarily

9

on miconia eradication, which really protects the

I'm not really married to

I'm also looking at some of

10

watershed, but there are other species that are

11

proliferating on our island, and I'm really

12

concerned that we also continue to focus on those.

13

So if -- if I even eliminated the fireweed

14

eradication -- you can actually eliminate that

15

because I think I put that as a proviso in another

16

section, but I'm looking more along the lines of

17

more the animal, the -- you know, alien species on

18

the animal side.

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, Members, now we'll move

to the Highway Fund portion of the

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, could we get a clarification

24

between Public Works and Economic Development?

25

Because we have watershed protection in both places,
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and if there are different kinds of projects that

2

each does -- like I don't see -- I can't see Public

3

Works being in charge of eradicating frogs, or, you

4

know, ridding of some of those pests.

5

need a clarification between Public Works and

6

Economic Development, what part of watershed

7

protection

8

protection so that we can distinguish where the

9

funds should really be?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So maybe we

what role do they play in watershed

Okay.

Budget Director, if you can prepare

11

a response, as well as the role we expect Department

12

of Water Supply to be responsible for.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Also, Mr. Chair, if I might add

14

that where I took this from was from last year's

15

budget, where they had the alien species eradication

16

as a line item under Public Works and Waste

17

Management.

18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much, Ms. Johnson.

Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yeah, if I can ask what projects

21

have they worked on under these -- under this

22

program last year?

23

Keopuolani Park at the County nursery there's a real

24

bad infestation of frogs and that -- you know, if we

25

have this fund to try and eradicate alien species

My understanding is that
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newly introduced alien species, perhaps, you know,

2

that should be one of their projects as well, before

3

it spreads out and we're responsible for harboring

4

them at our nursery.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, Highway

6

Program, we have under line 431, Administration.

7

Mr. Kawano is asking for 250,000 additional dollars

8

for the Molokai Highway Division, and I believe that

9

is -- would be part of the break down, Tamara?

10

MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Mr. Chair, and we are going to be

11

getting copies for the Members.

12

item was equipment, it was for the highways

13

division, John Deere grader for 90,000, a D-6 dozer

14

for 130, and a crew cab for 30.

15
16
17
18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

That particular

Members, you will have the breakdown

of Mr. Kawano's request.
Line 432, we have a $50,000 request from
Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, this was on the discussion

20

regarding highway beautification.

I guess there was

21

a project that was going to be on a State highway,

22

and I fully agree with you that they should be on

23

County roadways because they need some

24

beautification too.

25

here to Community Workday, I think I moved it.

So this is moving money from
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1

I moved it to Administration so that they can do a

2

grant to Community Workday specifically for

3

beautification, and this is not litter pick up and

4

stuff like that.

5

projects where you'd -- you know, I'd like to say

6

bricks and mortar, but it's irrigation lines and

7

plants.

8

of beautification.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This is actually beautification

More than just picking up litter, that kind

Okay.

So I just moved it.

Thank you very much.

Members, line

the Chair has a reduction of approximately

10

435,

11

$6,000 since I'm not -- I am proposing only 25.2 of

12

the 40.2 request, so that would be part of the

13

adjustment to the contribution portion of the

14

highway program.
May I address you to line 450.

15

The Chair is

16

recommending a reduction of the Department's request

17

in that particular area.

18

I'm recommending that we consider three, and that

19

would be elimination of one Traffic Signs Helper and

20

one Electrician that would result in a 38,720

21

savings, and that is my recommendation to you.

Instead of five positions,

Under line 453 Mr. Kawano is asking for an

22
23

additional $302,000 for Molokai Garage Services

24

Equipment.

25

MS. KOLLER:

Tamara.

Yes, Mr. Chair, this relates to some work in
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1

the mechanic shop, replacing some trucks, also with

2

the Veterans' Cemetery a pickup truck and a riding

3

mower, and I believe -- I'm not sure, but I think

4

that pickup truck may be in the Administration's

5

proposal, so we're trying to sort that out.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, next page.

If

7

you go to line 458, let's see, we have a reduction

8

from Ms. Johnson of $273,000.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right.

I reduced that because

10

I -- was my understanding we were moving away from

11

the cesspool pumping, and so with those two tanker

12

trucks that were going to be doing that,

13

you know, more than anything else I really couldn't

14

understand if we're moving away from that, why those

15

trucks were needed.

16

it.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I just --

That's my only reason for doing

Members, line 459, as I stated

18

earlier with some of the other positions, I'm asking

19

you to consider authorizing the Wastewater

20

Operations Training Officer, but at this time I

21

am -- I'm recommending you look at that as a limited

22

term appointment and then review it in the upcoming

23

budget fiscal year reviews to consider whether

24

it's -- a permanency is worthy for that position.

25

Okay, Members, we have finished the
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1

Department of Public Works with the Members'

2

recommendations.

3

see the range of revisions made from an add of

4

$50,000 all the way up to $3.3 million, and then

5

reductions ranging from 135,000 all the way up to

6

$1.6 million in reduction.

7

of proposals for consideration.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

If you look on line 490, you will

So we have quite a range

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, ma'am.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

over there.

12

out --

I have to defend my $3 million

It's -- the way the accounting works

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

-- that counts the -- that I

15

accounted for the additional funds coming in through

16

the real property tax and it's in the budget, but

17

it's not in a place --

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

-- where it gets spent.

So, again, thank you for that because

21

we've worked with it and so it's

22

so well, the staff and I.

23

clarification, Ms. Tavares, because I'm sure not

24

everyone understands the numbers as we're going

25

through it at this time.

we understand it

Thank you for that
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Members, may I direct you to Capital

1

2

Improvement Projects, and weIll be going through the

3

General Fund portion first before we move to the

4

bonds.

5

And then under the first area of proposal

6

change I have under line 506, under the Paia-Haiku

7

District, 11m recommending that the Fourth Marine

8

Park of $125,000 be moved from bond to cash and,

9

again, Members, I feel that we should put our cash

10

to specific projects that I believe is within the

11

range that I consider reasonable as well as not

12

incurring the additional debt to the taxpayers in

13

the interest cost of a bond float.

14

507, very similar, Members.

I am

15

recommending that the Haiku Community Center Parking

16

Lot move from bond to cash in the amount of

17

$140,000.

18

Kula-Pukalani-Makawao District, under Government

19

Facilities, I have a request from Ms. Tavares for

20

the Kula Ag Park, $100,000.

21

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

General Fund, under

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

We had had

22

a Kula Ag Park Committee meeting last week Wednesday

23

or Thursday and discussing some of the problems

24

facing the tenants up at the Kula Ag Park, and this

25

was to help them provide -- help them by providing
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some infrastructure that in my opinion should have

2

been there before we ever opened the Ag Park, and

3

that's electrical, water, and security fencing along

4

Omaopio Road.

5

them started, anyway.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So that's -- the 100,000 would get

Okay.

Thank you.

Line 512, the Chair is

7

recommending for your consideration moving this $1

8

million project for a turnkey program called

9

Upcountry Service Center from the bond to cash, and

10

I believe you do have a transmittal from the Mayor

11

explaining the 990,000.

12

most of us, to the next number.

13

million.

14

proposal for a turnkey of a 15,000 foot square foot

15

property with I believe a 2,000 service center for

16

various departments in the Upcountry area.

He rounded it off, like
So he asked for a

I believe it's a $10 per square foot

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Ms. Johnson.
Do we have a site yet for that?

I believe that is in the Kulamalu project

21

that the Mayor is recommending your consideration

22

for.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Because I -- you know, and

24

it may not have come through when I transmitted my

25

email, but I -- I wanted -- in fact because I did
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1

not know if we had a site, I wanted to eliminate

2

that, so that was one that had I, you know,

3

transmitted it properly, it would have shown that I

4

had zeroed that out until we have a site.

5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

They do have a site for your

consideration and weill discuss it more in round 2.

7

MS. KOLLER:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair?
Yes, Tamara.
In response to Councilmember Johnson, this

10

was in the Bond Fund, and so I think your deletion

11

is in the Bond Fund.

12

this to cash in the General Fund, so thatls why you

13

donlt see your entry here.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

Councilmember Hokama moved

Gotta wait.

Yeah, thank you for that, Staff.
Okay, line 515, we have three Members

17

considering a reduction or elimination of the Sun

18

Yat Sen Park improvements.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

I felt that this -- this

20

improvement needs to be planned out a little better

21

than what was presented to us and that, you know,

22

considering the -- the little use that this park

23

gets, 11m not really in favor of paving that parking

24

area also.

25

just off the record, and I would like to see, you

Gravel parking area to me is fine.
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1

know, more firm plans before we commit any money to

2

this park.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.

The same for me.

I just really

5

thought that it hadn't been taken to the community

6

yet, so I really, you know, wouldn't support

7

something that hadn't gone through community review.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

Same for me.

It just wasn't

10

thorough enough to be able to understand what the

11

project really was.

12

parking lot, doesn't make sense to spend $50,000 on

13

paving a parking lot that just a handful of people

14

go to.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

If we're looking at just a

Thank you.

Members, line 516,

16

Pukalani Park improvements, the Chair is

17

recommending cash instead of bond of $250,000 for

18

this project.

19

Members, we'll move to the Wailuku-Kahului

20

District, line 520.

Since it has been brought to

21

the Chair's attention regarding the CDBG funding and

22

to allow this to move forward -- the Central Maui

23

Youth Center project to move forward,

24

recommended to you $50,000 of General Fund monies to

25

be used for the design portion of this project.
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Line 521, Members, 1 1 m recommending to you to

2

move the Wailuku Police Station Parking Lot project

3

from bond to cash.

4

recommending a cut of 50 percent in reducing this

5

project, and again, placing it under cash.

6

The bond request is 250.

I

am

Under line 522, the Chair is recommending a

7

$300,000 General Fund increase to the 1.7 million

8

bond request from the Administration to -- for the

9

improvement and maintenance of the Kalana 0 Maui

10

Building, which is what we are located in, and that

11

would also include some of the improvements for the

12

7th and 8th floor that was brought up in the morning

13

discussions.

14

Okay, Members, if we can move to the Parks

15

and Recreation portion of the General Fund CIP, the

16

first area we have is line 525, Kanaha Park Campsite

17

design revision.

18

$50,000.

19

recommending a reduction of $100,000.

20

Members, I just was not comfortable with the design

21

request amount, and it just befuddled me knowing the

22

area and what I

23

project to be that it was not deserving of the

24

original request.

25

of 50,000.

I am recommending a reduction of

Ms. Tavares and Mr. Arakawa are
And again,

what I envision part of the

So I have a reduction suggestion

Mr. Arakawa.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman, I'm just not

2

comfortable with spending $150,000 to try and design

3

campsites in Kanaha Park.

4

project for many years, and at this time, you know,

5

I think we should pretty much know what we have in

6

mind and $50,000 is ample.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Thank you.

This has been an ongoing

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, I base this on

the fact that we still have a balance in that

10

last -- this year's money, and as of the third

11

quarter it was unencumbered, and until we get some

12

plans from -- the preliminary conceptual plans, we

13

shouldn't go any further into construction design

14

plans.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As much as this is my pet project.

Thank you for that caveat.

Members, line

At this point in time the Chair is

18

527.

19

recommending moving the Keopuolani Park Playground

20

or Boundless Playground from bond to cash in the

21

amount of $800,000.

22

Okay.

Next page, Members, under line 531,

23

again, the -- I am recommending that we move the

24

funding request for some of the improvements at the

25

South Maui Police Station, move from bond to cash,
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1

and I'm recommending $50,000 of General Funds to

2

address that specific project.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.
When you mark from bond and reduce,

6

would you be able to just indicate either from what

7

item number you're making the change from or where

8

it's being changed from as well as the amount of the

9

reduction?

10
11

Where as the 50,000, what you're looking

at reducing or adding.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

The 50,000 is the amount I am recommending

for that specific project, and let me get my notes.

12

(Inaudible) .

13

?:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

?:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The original is 300,OOO?

200.
200,000, and again, I'm willing to go put

17

forth some money for planning to move this --

18

continue to move it forward, but I wasn't convinced,

19

Mr. Kane, that they needed the full amount at this

20

time.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So the -- just for clarification,

22

Mr. Chair, then.

23

from the Mayor --

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So it was 200,000 bond request

300,000.
300 in the proposal?
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

cash $50,OOO?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

for --

And yours is instead of bond, we go

That's correct.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

And, Mr. Chair, just

Yes.
Only because I'm interpreting this

matrix that additional numbers that are put in, if

9

10

it's -- whether it's minus or a number without a

11

minus, that would be directly off of the Mayor's

12

proposal, so wouldn't your number, if you're looking

13

at a total of 50,000, be represented as minus 250?

14

?:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16
17

No.
Just so

again, just for

clarification so I get an understanding.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And thank you for that question, and again,

18

you know, we work with it so much, it's second

19

nature to us already.

20

under the bond portion of the CIP, subtracting the

21

300,000, and then what I'm recommending under

22

General Fund is this 50,000.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The reduction you will see

So that would be the total amount?

Right.
Thank you very much.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

Thank you for that question.
it's a new

item under General Fund, therefore

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MS. KOLLER:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MS. KOLLER:

12

I guess because it's a

That's correct.
-- you're showing the total amount.

That's correct.
Thank you very much.

That's correct.
Mr. Chair?
Yes, rna' am.
What might help on this, if you look to line

692 you'll see the $300,000 being removed from bond.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And again, Members, because I'm -- and

15

again, maybe we should have proposed this slightly

16

different, but this is I believe one of the few

17

years you're seeing from the Chair a large change in

18

direction from bond to cash, and so it's not what

19

you normally see in budget reviews, but it is a

20

consideration of many projects that I am putting

21

forth to you for consideration this year.

22

Okay, Members, under Parks and Recreation

23

I -- under Kalama Basketball Court program, I am

24

recommending $100,000 for this project, since it is

25

one of a few, if maybe the only outdoor facility for
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1

the South Maui District, so I find this to be very

2

deserving of your consideration, and that is why I

3

am presenting this to you and supporting

4

Mr. Nishiki's request.
Mr. Nishiki, you have $95,000.

5

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, I -- actually, when I first

7

approached the Budget Director, I thought I could do

8

it under Countywide because I thought it was going

9

to be a manini expense, but then when she told me

10

what it was going to cost, I had to put it down, so

11

appreciate the consideration for this only

12

basketball court.

13

Center also, but this one is at --

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

Oh, no, we got one at the Youth

One of few.
Kalama.

One of few facilities we have in South

Maui.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members, after our discussion

20

last week, I'm recommending for your consideration

21

line 536, moving the Kamaole I Beach Park Parking

22

Lot project from bond to General Fund and also

23

reducing that project amount to $150,000, and so you

24

may be -- you may know what I'm reducing it from, it

25

is -- Kamaole I --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

250.

$250,000 in the bond request.

Excuse me.

3

Members, line 540, the Chairman is recommending to

4

you for your consideration that the Lahaina Civic

5

Center improvements move from bond to General Fund

6

in the amount of $250,000, which is the full amount

7

requested under the bond, as well as line 541,

8

Lahaina Civic Center sewer hookup, moving that

9

$200,000 project from bond to cash in the amount of,

10

again, $200,000.

11

Under Parks and Recreation for the West Maui

12

area, under General Fund we have line 545, and I

13

believe the Lahaina Skate Park was a $100,000

14

request.

15

siting, and yet I still feel to move this project

16

forward and support a street course proposal, so I'm

17

asking for a reduction of 75,000 and see where the

18

planning of this project leads us to a final

19

construction number.

20

Again, I'm -- I wasn't sure about the

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

I think

21

when we heard their initial proposal, I had some

22

doubts, you know, about the lack of the site and I

23

guess their plan, so that's my reason for, at this

24

time, this recommended reduction for this project.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa, 40,000
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reduction.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I also

3

was not sure of the site, and talking to

4

Councilwoman Johnson about this they're looking at

5

doing a street course, so with the street course,

6

I'm thinking that about $60,000 should be adequate

7

for that, so I'm recommending lessening it's

8

$100,000 by $40,000, but I do think that if they can

9

do -- if they pick a site and they can do a street

10

course, that would be okay to do, but what was

11

presented to us in Committee was just so nebulous,

12

no site, a million dollar park proposal.

13

just too far out of whack, but I think a street

14

course is doable.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

It was

Members, line 546 is

16

language for a proviso that recommends a street

17

course for the Skateboard Park in Lahaina.

18

Ms. Johnson or Ms. Tavares, any comments further?

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

No.
Thank you.

I think that was very

21

clear of what your intentions are.

Members, line

22

550.

This is under General Fund for Lanai Parks and

23

Rec.

I'm asking also for planning money for a Lanai

24

Street Course Skate Park.

25

for approximately year and a half by various members

It's been requested of me
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1

of my community, and I believe after learning about

2

the skate -- street course type of skate park that

3

that may be something for your consideration to

4

provide the youth of Lanai with a program that we

5

would like to offer West Maui, so I ask you for your

6

consideration there.
Under line 554, we have a reduction of the

7
8

9

Lanai Fire Station garage project.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I eliminated it because I just was

10

not that familiar with it and because the overall

11

Fire Department budget had increased so

12

dramatically, I think you had pointed out 33 percent

13

in two years, I was really concerned where we could

14

cut corners maybe for another year and then put it

15

in next year's budget.

16

doing it.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So that's my only reason for

Thank you.

Members, may I direct
I have a --

18

you now to General Fund for Molokai.

19

three recommendations for your consideration under

20

Parks and Recs.

The first is line 558, Molokai

21

Parks Baseyard.

I'm recommending that we move that

22

from the bond request to cash for $200,000.

23

also recommending that the improvements for One Alii

24

Park on Molokai, move from bond to cash for

25

$200,000, and that $150,000 of General Fund be
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1

considered to complete the requirements of the

2

Molokai Youth Center.

3

you heard of on the Molokai District budget meeting.

4

And that I believe is things

Okay, Members, from the island of Molokai,

5

we'll move to Countywide Government Facilities, line

6

566, Mr. Kawano is asking for an additional $100,000

7

to improve the Police cottages on that island, and

8

in the morning session I believe Mr. Arakawa stated

9

his concerns and reasons why he would support

10

funding for this type of project.

11

will be part of the breakdown that we will provide

12

you from Mr. Kawano for his requests.

13

And again, that

Line 567, Mr. Kawano is asking to increase to

14

complete the Molokai Youth Center, $150,000.

15

and regarding mine, Members, my 150 for Molokai

16

Youth Center is taken from -- I reduced the Molokai

17

Parks Baseyard project, which was 350,000 is the

18

request.

19

I've recommended earmarking for the Youth Center.

20

I reduced that by 150 to 200 and that 150

Okay.

Under Countywide Parks and Recreation,

21

line 572, we have a proviso proposal from

22

Ms. Johnson.

23

Oh,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and I will check with

24

Mr. Anderson from the Lahaina Parks Department.

25

don't believe these have been taken care of yet by
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1

the funding, and I just wanted to make sure that

2

once and for all that they have some decent

3

bathrooms and the plumbing repairs are made.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Line 573,

5

Members, we have a request of $40,000 from

6

Ms. Tavares.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, that was to provide a

8

windbreak on the Haleakala Highway side on the

9

Hannibal Tavares Community Center, and also I

10

included the resurfacing of the Kalama Park

11

Basketball Courts, but if that's a line item, then I

12

can take that one out, but the windbreak is really

13

needed.

14

into the kitchen, a lot of it blows away because

15

there's such a fierce wind up there at Pukalani.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As people are loading and unloading things

Okay.

Thank you.

And again, Members, I

17

believe Mr. Nishiki and I got the resurfacing for

18

the Kalama Park from the Budget Director, and again,

19

we will reverify whether that amount is appropriate.

20
21
22

Okay, under other projects we have a proviso
under line 577 from Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

I didn't want to

23

totally eliminate or -- you know, like $1 million or

24

whatever, but we really desperately need to have

25

park space, and I think the ideal area is behind the
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1

Aquatics Center.

That has really been an area that

2

the community has identified, and with it zoned

3

Agriculture, I think it's really deserving.

4

area that is behind the Youth Center right now,

5

that's just coming up, but that was to actually

6

replace what we lost down in Moku'ula.

7

really not gained any -- any new park space other

8

than some small areas and along Papalaua, but we had

9

that anyway, as the State, we just took it over, so

The

So we have

10

I really think the community needs something, and we

11

need to move out of that sump area, because the

12

events cannot continue to take place there.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, under 578, the

14

Chair's recommendation is to reduce the Land

15

Acquisition Fund by 50 percent, from 2 to $1

16

million.

17

already a million in the existing fund.

18

that we better serve our community by placing this

19

cash to other projects that I have recommended to

20

you for your consideration.

21

I believe we have at this point in time

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I believe

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

At one of

22

our recent meetings we found that the million

23

from -- appropriated last budget session has still

24

not been used, so for me I don't know how we can

25

justify an increase of an additional million for
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1

this particular budget session, so I agree with the

2

fact that maybe we can use this additional million

3

for something else in our community.

4

time, get the same appropriation that we gave last

5

year toward open -- this open space acquisition.

6

Thank you.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, it is land acquisition, so I

8

would just like

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

At the same

Oh, excuse me.

Open space would qualify, but other types

11

of property, if the Council deems appropriate, can

12

also support the Administration in that type of

13

acquisition also.

14

Okay, Members, under Highway Fund, we are now

15

under the Paia-Haiku Road Improvements section, line

16

583, the recommendation is 300,000.

17

you have a reduction, 100.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Ms. Johnson,

I took out 100,000 so we

19

could even up and sort of balance out some of the

20

areas.

21

where the funding was going, and I felt that it was

22

better to distribute to some of the areas that were

23

really in deed of some dramatic repairs.

24

why I just shifted it.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I took a look at, you know, just overall

Okay.

Thank you very much.

So that's

Line 584,
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1

Members, you will see that the Chair's recommending

2

an increase from the General Fund in the amount of

3

$200,000, and, Members, what I have tried to do,

4

I've reviewed all the districts' CIP projects and

5

while some of you have some very hefty multiple

6

funding type of projects, nonetheless there are

7

other areas in other districts that we could

8

accelerate the repaving and improvements of

9

maintenance on roads that we own, we control, and

10

that our people use on a daily basis.

11

recommending an additional 200 to bring up the

12

Paia-Haiku total to 500,000.
Okay.

13

So I'm

Next page, Members, under line 593,

14

and this would be for the Wailuku-Kahului District.

15

Recommendation is 600.

16
17

Ms. Johnson, you have a reduction of 200?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and that was just to, once

18

again, balance it out and redistribute it just on

19

these Countywide road resurfacing areas.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I have line 598, which

21

is road improvements, Kihei-Makena District, South

22

Maui.

23

request is 300,000.

24

100,000 increase.

25

For just road resurfacing, the current

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson, line 598, you have

Yes.

I had shifted around some of
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1

the other money, and this was just some of it, but

2

I -- in one of the other road projects I had

3

deferred it, I think, in a later portion, but I

4

really believe that Kihei is an area that any kind

5

of relief, any kind of improvements that we can make

6

in any of those areas, they, I felt, deserved a

7

little bit more funding, so I shifted it there.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Let us move down to line 603.

We are now under

10

Highway Fund for West Maui District.

11

a request for 200,000.

12

you've recommended another 200,000.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Let us see.

Resurfacing is

Ms. Johnson, line 603,

Right, and I did that for the same

14

reason, just to shift it and balance it more with

15

the two areas.

16

really, you know, the -- the areas that really

17

desperately needed attention because of a lot of

18

different reasons, but that's why I shifted it.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I thought South and West Maui are

Thank you very much.

Members, line

20

604, this is part of the Chair's recommendation of

21

the transfer from General Fund to Highways.

22

have -- my recommendation is to add 300,000 to the

23

Administration proposal to make it 500,000.

24
25

I

May I now direct you to Highway Fund Molokai.

Line 609, we have under District Road
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Resurfacing a proviso being recommended by

2

Mr. Kawano where he names specific streets for

3

consideration for the use of resurfacing funds.

4

MS. KOLLER:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair?
Yes, Tamara.
On this particular item there was confusion

7

whether Councilmember Hokama -- Kawano wanted an

8

additional $100,000, and in talking with his

9

Executive Assistant this morning, I found that there

10
11

should be another $100,000 added for those roads.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, line 610 is the

12

Chair's recommendation to increase Molokai from the

13

General Fund, transfer 100,000 for Molokai.

14

Okay, next page, Members, line 614 -- 615,

15

Highway Fund - Lanai Road Improvements.

16

for your consideration for $100,000 of the General

17

Fund transfer to -- for the island of Lanai from

18

200,000 to $300,000, and I believe we all heard the

19

districts talk about the condition of the roads in

20

all of our meetings, so this is one way the Chair

21

has tried to address the concerns and how I have

22

placed the cash of our revenues to address some of

23

the needs.

24
25

Okay.
Improvements.

I'm asking

Highway Fund - Countywide Road
The request is $750,000.
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Ms. Tavares, you have a proposal.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, this was the one that I

3

talked about earlier, moving $50,000 into

4

Administration for a grant for County roadway

5

beautification projects.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, line 621,

7

Countywide Speed Hump Program.

8

300,000.

9

reduction of 100.

10

The request is

Ms. Johnson, you're recommending a

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

What I did was I shifted

11

that 100 from the speed humps over the wheelchair

12

ramps, which on the following line at 622.

13

that with some of the more stringent guidelines that

14

we have put in place through Mr. Molina's Committee,

15

that it was more prudent to do that, and basically

16

what people are doing is they're requesting a speed

17

hump in some situations just simply to get their

18

roads repaved, which is really not what this program

19

is intended for, so ...

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I felt

And 622 is, again, your wheelchair

ramps proposal with the 100,000?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Yes.
Now, this is in addition to the

24

requirements of the court consent decree for ADA

25

compliance you're looking at?
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

I just put that in because I

2

felt that, you know, it obviously is an area where

3

we have different pots of money for that -- you

4

know, completion of those ADA requirements, but

5

wherever we can, I really feel it's important to

6

comply with that decree, so I just simply added it

7

in this part.

8
9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, line 623, a

proviso from Ms. Johnson regarding Wainee Street.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And the road resurfacing -- and,

11

you know, obviously this is not going to address the

12

complete flood relief situation, but I believe there

13

is a plan that was at one point in time going to be

14

implemented for some flood relief in the immediate

15

area of Wainee Street, and even if a portion of

16

those funds can be done to complete that plan so

17

that it can move forward,

18

taken out of that.

19

you know, road resurfacing or whatever, then perhaps

20

this would not be the appropriate place for it.

21

I'm just unclear as to whether that is the

22

appropriate place or not, but I wanted to make sure

23

that it was out there.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I think that it should be

If it is just strictly for the,

Thank you very much.

Members, line

627, we have a proviso proposal from Ms. Johnson
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under the Bikeway Program.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Mr. Chair, once again, we

3

have not had any bikeway projects moving in West

4

Maui at all, and I really think that with the

5

widening -- or actually the movement from four lanes

6

onto Honoapiilani Highway, I rarely see anyone

7

traversing that area anymore, and I really think

8

it's very serious because some of the individuals

9

that traverse that area, that's the only way they

10

have to get to work, and I really -- I'm very

11

disturbed that, you know, bikeways just don't seem

12

to be moving in West Maui.

13

money set aside specifically for a project that

14

addresses that in the area of the -- either Lahaina

15

or along the coastline.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

So I really would like

Members, line 631, this

17

is now -- we are now entering the Bond Fund for CIP,

18

and this is under the Hana-East Maui area under Road

19

Improvements.

20

Ms. Johnson, you have a revision regarding Kaholopo

21

Stream Bridge replacement, half a million dollars.

22

The request is for 1.97 million.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and the only reason that I

23

did that was because after visiting with Mr.

24

Carroll, he didn't know where that project stood

25

either.

So I thought, well, if you're doing two
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bridge projects in that particular area, the greater

2

ones I left in, which is the Paihi Bridge and the

3

Papalahawahawa Bridge, so I left those two, and then

4

I just took out the one for Kaholopo Stream Bridge,

5

so if he has additional information, that would be

6

fine, but I just felt that it could not

7

realistically be completed in one year.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

Okay.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, just
Or 18 months.

Just to -- for your information, this is a

11

multi-jurisdictional project.

12

Federal monies involved with this project, so I

13

would just ask you take that into consideration

14

before you make your decision, please.

15

you.

16

We have $1 million of

Okay.

Thank

Members, if we can move to the next page, we

17

are now under the Paia-Haiku District, under the

18

Bond Fund.

19

District we had a request of $265,000.

20

notice on line 640 11m recommending that the Fourth

21

Marine Park, as we talked earlier of General Fund,

22

be moved to cash, and so you will see a reduction of

23

that project as well as line 642, moving the Haiku

24

Community Center Parking Lot from bond to cash of

25

$140,000.

We had a -- for Parks and Recs in this
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Under line 641 we have a proposal from

1

2

Ms. Johnson to eliminate the project.

Ms. Johnson.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And the only reason was to defer

4

it for one year.

We're considering expanding some

5

of the funding to the Kula area, and I was uncertain

6

as to whether or not this should be just postponed

7

for an additional year and perhaps any additional

8

funds that go towards either the completion of the

9

Kula area tennis courts or at least keeping the Kula

10

tennis courts at the projected amount that we had

11

seen as far as the proposal goes.

12

out just for discussion purposes.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. KOLLER:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MS. KOLLER:

So I just took it

Okay.
Mr. Chair?
Yes, Tamara.
I just want to point out that the Fourth

17

Marine Park amount that was being proposed was

18

$125,000.

19

the Fourth Marine Park and the Haiku Community

20

Center Parking Lot.

21
22

The 265 would be the combination of both

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

That's my error.

Then I

would only take out just the Fourth Marine Park.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

$125,000.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

The 125.

Thank you.

We'll make that adjustment.
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1

Members, if we can move to the Bond Fund for CIP for

2

the Makawao-Pukalani-Kula District under Government

3

Facilities.

4

consider moving this from bond to cash in the amount

5

of $1 million.
Ms. Tavares, you have a reduction or

6

7

8
9

I have -- I have recommended to you to

elimination of $1 million.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Actually, Mr. Chair, I have an

elimination of this project.

I think this is a bit

10

premature for an Upcountry Service Center when I

11

don't see where the need is established.

12

we should be looking at what the needs are in other

13

neighborhoods.

14

Service Center in Maui Mall, that the people who can

15

get to the Service Center the easiest are the ones

16

from Upcountry.

17

Lahaina's a mess, and even Wailuku-Kahului is a

18

little crowded, but I think that, you know, if I

19

were in charge, I would be looking elsewhere.

20

though I am from Upcountry, I don't feel that this

21

is a need -- a crying need right now, and I would

22

much rather see funds appropriated to increase the

23

service hours, the hours of operations of the

24

present service centers.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Countywide

I think that with the opening of the

Kihei's a mess as far as traffic.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I too think

2

this is premature.

We are trying to create the

3

Service Center Woolworth's right now.

4

Councilmember Tavares that, you know, there are

5

other areas, such as Kihei and Lahaina that have

6

much more pressing needs, and I just don't see the

7

need for the Upcountry Service Center at this point.

8

The increasing hours perhaps, I've had complaints

9

about trying to increase the hours, and I think we

I agree with

10

should honor that, really look at increasing some of

11

the hours, but a new service center in and of itself

12

I don't think is necessary.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much.

Ms. Johnson.

Yes, I concur with both

15

Councilmember Tavares and Councilmember Arakawa.

16

really think there are pressing needs, South Maui,

17

West Maui particularly, and I'd rather see the funds

18

shifted for something else, for existing facilities

19

to expand hours.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, Members, Road

21

Improvements projects under the Bond Fund request

22

for Makawao-Pukalani-Kula, line 651.

23

your proviso.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I

Yes, thank you.

Ms. Tavares,

This proviso is

in response to the students from Pukalani Elementary
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1

School who came to testify wishing that Iolani

2

Street included crosswalks, speed humps, and

3

flashing lights for the safety of the students going

4

to and from Pukalani Elementary School.

5

put that in as a proviso.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

So I just

Members, line 653, the

7

Old Haleakala Highway sidewalk and drainage

8

improvements.

9

Ms. Tavares, $750,000.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, this $750,000 is part of the

10

estimate, I guess, that -- not guess, but it came

11

through, and this was to provide a sidewalk so that

12

the students from King Kekaulike School can traverse

13

safely.

14

area, you should try driving it.

15

walking it.

16

and a swale on the other side, and sooner or later

17

this has to be addressed, and I think that

18

unfortunately, Mr. Chair, the State of Hawaii, when

19

they build their projects, don't feel it's necessary

20

to do any off-site improvements and then they

21

restrict kids by saying you can't take a bus if you

22

live within a half mile or a mile of the school or

23

whatever it is, but they don't provide the sidewalks

24

either.

25

County has to come to the rescue and try to make the

If you don't -- aren't familiar with this
Even worse, try

There is a drainage ditch on one side

So I guess, once again, you know, the
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walkways safer for our students.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, and I believe this area

3

on the north side of the road isn't -- has an open

4

ditch.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

Yes.

So, again, I can appreciate your proposal

on this one.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

With no guardrails either.

Okay, Members, we're now in the same

10

district for Bond Fund under Parks and Recreation.

11

We have line 656 from Ms. Tavares regarding the Kula

12

Tennis Courts.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, and that one is moving from

14

bond to lapsed bonds.

15

funds -- funding.

16
17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

addition, 120,000.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

It's just a change in the

Line 657, we have an

Mr. Arakawa.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

When we

19

were up in Kula, we had a lot of people testify in

20

favor of creating four new courts rather than two.

21

We're budgeting for two, but if they have four new

22

courts and they can run the youth programs and they

23

can run the leagues.

24

really develop the program into a full --

25

full-fledged program, and I believe that, you know,

So the idea was to be able to
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1

if we do this, we can then have the high schools as

2

well as the youth leagues participate, and that was

3

the reason for going -- instead of increasing it by

4

two, increasing it by four.

5

support in increasing it to a level that it would be

6

much more functional.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

So I would ask for

Line 658, Members, I'm

8

recommending this $250,000 proposal to move from

9

bond to cash, and I would ask that you have an -- if

10

you have an opportunity to review some information

11

provided by Parks Chairman Johnson, since

12

interestingly enough some people believe you can

13

build a tennis project with $30,000 per court.

14

you might want to look at her reference material.

15

Ms. Tavares.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

So

I mean, I'm

17

sounding like I'm the bad person here, but I'm

18

proposing an elimination of this particular project

19

at this time because the third quarter -- $150,000,

20

all of the Fiscal '02 budget was not yet encumbered

21

by the third quarter, and I really would like to see

22

this project involve the community as far as the

23

improvements to the park, and to date I don't

24

believe there has been any community meeting

25

regarding completing the Master Plan for Pukalani
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1

Park.

2

a little, let them use the funds they have now.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I just think that this needs to be delayed

Okay.

Thank you.

And again, Members, I'm

4

sorry.

5

about the tennis courts and that information is for

6

656, 657, and I believe Ms. Johnson transmitted to

7

all of you that information.

My comments

Bond Fund, Wailuku-Kahului District, under

8
9

I got my two projects confused.

line 663 for the Central Maui Youth Center, I'm

10

recommending to you, Members, to consider

11

authorizing the project by withholding the bond of

12

$2 million until such time as we are satisfied that

13

the plans and construction can meet the objectives

14

by the construction funding authorization.

15

Ms. Johnson.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

This is essentially what we did

17

with the West Maui Senior Center, so I have no -- no

18

other comments.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Line 665, the Chair is

20

recommending deleting $1.2 million dollars from the

21

Wailuku Municipal Parking Lot project at this time,

22

and again, Members, I am not supportive of a parking

23

lot project.

24

advocate for multi-use facility on that site that

25

can take care of parking as well as some of the

I am interested and very much an
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1

needs of the County, and so I am not satisfied in

2

funding $1.2 million just for a parking lot project.

3

Mr. Arakawa.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I too am not in

5

favor of just the parking lot, and the designs that

6

were presented to us -- I don't like any of the

7

three designs that were presented to us.

8

going to be doing this project, I believe

9

County property and we've been going out and we've

If we're
it's

10

been trying to acquire property for a lot of our

11

projects.

12

County projects on County property so we can

13

economize.

14

with service -- things like the SERV Center, I won't

15

be in favor of it, and I really do believe that if

16

we're going to say we're going to be revitalizing

17

Wailuku, we need to be able to create some kind of

18

anchor for Wailuku merchants, and I believe the

19

use -- the appropriate use of this property for a

20

center like that, as well as government functions,

21

would better serve the community.

22

comes up for multiple use, I won't support just a

23

parking lot for the sake of parking lot.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We need to be able to incorporate the

So unless we create a ground floor level

Thank you.

So until a plan

Line 666, we have a proposal

from Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

That proposal was to

2

withhold authorization until the design was

3

completed and accepted, so it was kind of another

4

way of --

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Of approaching.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Yeah, of approaching it.
Thank you.

Members, line 667, the

8

Chair is recommending to you regarding the Wailuku

9

Police Station Parking Lot project to move it from

10

the bond to the General Fund category as well as

11

reducing the scope of the project.
Okay.

12

We will now move to Wailuku-Kahului

13

District Bond Fund, road improvements, the request

14

is 3.55 million, line 670.

15

reduction regarding Kahekili improvements?

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson, you have a

Yes, the reason I did that,

17

Mr. Chair, was because I felt with the highway

18

improvements being made by the State, I'm a little

19

bit concerned about us once again putting in money

20

on a State highway.

21

adjoin that or intersect with it, then I would also

22

be concerned about the responsibility for the people

23

developing in that area of paying their share of

24

those costs and not shifting it to the taxpayers.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

If there are any roads that

Thank you very much.

Members, next
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1

page, under line 674, we have a reduction of 1.4

2

million as it regards to the Market Street

3

improvements.

4

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And the only reason that I deleted

5

this amount was because there were mainly the

6

roadway improvements, from my understanding, and a

7

lot of times when there's several projects going on,

8

as is evidenced with what we've got going on right

9

now, we -- you need roadways that people can feed

10

off onto in order to get certain places, and if you

11

have too many road projects going on, my concern was

12

that it may create some congestion.

13

like to better understand the timing of that, and if

14

there are other concerns, then I would really like

15

to just understand that before I would support it.

16

Thank you.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So I would just

Thank you very much, Ms. Johnson.

18

And, again, Members I am informing you prior to your

19

decision that this is, again, a joint project with

20

the Federal government, and the Federal government

21

will be anteing up $4 million for this project, so I

22

would ask that you take that into consideration

23

before your final decision.

24
25

Okay.

Under Parks and Recreation, Bond Fund,

line 677, the Chair is recommending elimination of
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1

this project at this time of $1.5 million.

2

believe it's very premature.

3

more work to be done regarding the acreage that is

4

due the County from the Maui Lani project, as well

5

as I believe there are other means instead of

6

purchasing to get the necessary acreage to provide

7

the amount of amenities in Parks and Recreation for

8

the Central Maui Region.

9

have recommended to you, Members, that this can wait

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

I think there is a lot

So I'm going to be -- so I

another day, another time.

11

I

Ms. Tavares.

I agree with yours.
Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

Yeah, I do agree.

Thank you.

It's premature.

Ms. Johnson.

Ditto.
Mr. Chair?

Mr. Molina.
Just a point of clarification.

On

19

line 685 I have a proposed reduction of 1.5 million,

20

and I want that to be put under line 677.

21

concur with the Central Maui Soccer Complex being

22

not funded at this time.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

Molina.

25

Okay.

I also

Thank you for that Mr. Ara --

Members, may I direct you to line 678.
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Chair has recommended moving this Keopuolani Park

2

project, known as the Boundless Playground, from

3

bond to cash, and then on line 679 we have various

4

proposals recommended by various Members to reduce

5

the funding, so we'll start with Ms. Tavares.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I

7

think that on this Boundless Playground the concept

8

is a good one, but I'd like to see a start on a

9

small scale or a smaller scale, see what the

10

reception is like and the use before enlarging a

11

playground structure system.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Yeah, I

14

too think this is a very ambitious project.

15

really want to see the playground equipment, that's

16

why I put in the proviso that between -- we do this

17

between the Botanical Garden and Kaahumanu Avenue.

18

I actually went down and paced off the area, and

19

there's very ample space between Kaahumanu Avenue

20

and the Botanical Gardens.

21

I

Now, if you actually go in there, the

22

required area that's necessary, I believe it fits

23

very nicely for the community.

24

parking lots, so we don't have to create new parking

25

lot.

We already have

We already have rest room facilities there, so
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1

we don't have to redo and create rest room

2

facilities.

3

that line, and so we've got a head start in the

4

trees coming up.

There's trees already planted along

The combined use of parents being there with

5
6

their children for other uses I believe fits in

7

nicely, and if anybody wants any information on that

8

area, you know, we can go down there and take a look

9

at it, but actually pacing it off there is plenty of

10

room right in that area toward Kaahumanu Avenue, and

11

in the planning process of Keopuolani Park, that is

12

the area that we designated as playground equipment

13

area and odds and ends types of activities.
The concept, again, of Boundless Playground I

14
15

think is an excellent idea, but I'd like to see it

16

started in this area, and with the savings in costs

17

for the bathrooms, the walkways, the parking lot, I

18

believe we'll be able to save a lot of money, hence

19

the reduction in funds.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much, Mr. Arakawa.

21

And let's see, we also -- and Members, that would be

22

tied into line 680, which is the proviso for

23

Mr. Arakawa.

Ms. Johnson.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Your proposal and you also have a
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proviso

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Proviso.

-- proposal on line 681.
Right.

I'm looking at 679 and

5

then also the 681, and basically we had the

6

discussion with the Parks Director, and I really

7

would not want to make a commitment of this amount

8

of money going forward when we don't know what the

9

shelf life is going to be, so to speak, of this

10

playground equipment that we're going to be putting

11

in.

12

representations, but I would rather phase it in, see

13

how it performs after a period of perhaps a year

14

once the equipment has been installed, and then

15

proceed.

16

very worthy project, and I do also concur that it

17

should be towards the Youth Center side of the Maui

18

Nui Botanical Garden.

19

and I think that it would also provide a better

20

opportunity for the children to be supervised.

21

Thank you.

22

The manufacturers oftentimes make all kinds of

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I do support the project.

Okay.

I think it's a

I think there is space there,

Thank you.

May I direct your

23

attention, Members, to line 682, Waiehu Golf Course.

24

We have a proposal from Ms. Tavares.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

I believe that this project
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1

for the lower nine cartpaths, we need to go through

2

a design phase first, rather than throwing it into

3

design construction.

4

phase, then we know exactly how much

5

have a better idea of how much money it will take

6

and then do the construction next year.

7
8

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So I think we do the design

Thank you.

or we'll

Members, line 684, we

have a proposal from Ms. Johnson reducing 80,000.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and as I previously

10

discussed, I am concerned about putting $80,000 in a

11

roof when the basic structure on which it's being

12

placed is really not in that good a shape.

13

would like a cost analysis, basically, of what the

14

life is going to be of this particular facility and

15

along the lines that Ms. Tavares had mentioned last

16

time, if we're going to move toward some type of a

17

facility that can be rented out in that area and

18

actually begin to pay its own way, then I would much

19

rather put that money towards the completion of that

20

kind of a project that's also going to be a revenue

21

generator.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So I

Thank you very much, and again,

23

Members, that is as it relates to the Waiehu Golf

24

Course facility request.

25

Okay.

Mr. Molina did inform us that line 685
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should be applied to the Central Maui Soccer Complex

2

proposal on line 677.
Okay, Members, if I may direct your

3
4

attention, we are now under Bond Fund for the

5

Kihei-Makena District.

6

to you as your Chairman to move this from bond to

7

cash, and I've reduced the amount to keep the

8

project moving forward In the planning stages till

9

we have a site as well as a manpower determination

10

and then we can better build and construct what we

11

need and what we foresee in the near future for

12

South Maui's Police requirements.
Line 694, we have a proposal from Ms. Tavares

13
14
15

Line 693, I'm recommending

regarding the Bond Ordinance for that project.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I just had a concern that no

16

site was selected yet and that was to, you know,

17

withhold the authorization until we could see the

18

plans and the site and all of that.

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Line 695, Ms. Johnson,

you have a $300 elimination.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

300,000.

Thank you.
If only it were $300, that would

24

be wonderful.

25

didn't come out on my transmittal again.

I actually

and my wording probably
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Mac and they haver you know r a different format r so

2

some of my transmittals didn't come throughr but

3

mine actually was right along the same lines with

4

Ms. Tavares r so that's finer and I just want a site r

5

you know r before we look at this.

6

people want to go.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYr Members r South Maui and the road

8

improvements r CIP.

9

million.

10

11

So whatever way

The bond request is 4.05

Line 699 r we have an add of 1.8 million

for the North South Collector Road.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

What I did was I shifted the money

12

from the South Kihei Road improvements to the North

13

South Collector Road r only because I have some

14

concerns aboutr once againr doing everything at one

15

timer but if the South Kihei Road improvements are

16

once again tied to Federal matching funds r I would

17

certainly be amenable to that r but I really think

18

that that North South Collector Road could provide

19

some relief and if we can accelerate that r then I

20

would be in favor of that r but I certainly do not

21

want to do it at the expense of the other.

22

adverse to doing both if that's what it takes to get

23

traffic moving in Kihei.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank your Ms. Johnson.

I am not

Members r I just

wish to share with you regarding the North South
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1

Collector Road, the project request from the County

2

bond is 1.9 million.

3

Federal match.

4

improvements, the bond request from the County is

5

1.8 million.

6

regarding that project, so again, I would ask that

7

you take that into consideration prior to your final

8

decision.

9

It is tied to a 4 million

Regarding the South Kihei Road

There is a $4.4 million Federal match

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Ms. Johnson.
Hearing that, please replace or

12

just eliminate my concern about the South Kihei Road

13

improvements, then, because when it's tied to that

14

kind of capital, I understand the wisdom in doing

15

that.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Okay, Staff, youlve

17

heard Ms. Johnson's request, so let's -- weill

18

accommodate that.

19

Members, if we can then move to the next

20

page, we are on

under Parks and Recreation, bond

21

for South Maui CIP, line 703.

22

request is 790,000 in bond.

23

we move this project Kamaole I Beach Park Parking

24

Lot to cash, General Fund cash, and I have

25

recommended a reduction to take into account some of

The Department's
I am recommending that
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1

the concerns expressed by Mr. Nishiki and yet still

2

have this project move forward.
Under line 704 we have a proposal from

3
4

Ms. Tavares.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

Mr. Chair.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Same reasons that you gave,

Thank you.

Line 705, Members, we

8

have three proposals I am recommending at this time,

9

eliminating the $540,000 request for the Pu'unene

10

Motorsports Park.

11

with the overall master planning for the area and

12

how this component fits into the phasing in of what

13

I would like to be informed is the whole picture for

14

this area, so I'm just at this time seeing the

15

requirements, recommending that this can wait

16

another day, and so I'm recommending the

17

elimination.

18
19

I am not sure how this fits in

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

You just echoed the same

thing that I have concerns about.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Yeah, I

22

think it's premature.

There's a lot of work that's

23

going to be going on in that area with the Protect

24

Kahoolawe Group that's working out of there as well

25

as the MEO program that's going to be constructing
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1

in that area, and we're looking at trying to fix up

2

that frontage road construction with this money.

3

don't know what the other groups are going to be

4

doing in that area.

5

has told us that, you know, they're pretty much

6

stressed out on a lot of the projects that they have

7

already and that they really don't have the manpower

8

to do all the projects, so this is one I believe can

9

wait for another day when they have the manpower, we

Besides, Parks and Recreation

10

have the idea of what's really going to go on, and

11

we get a better concept from the community that's

12

working in that area as to what's going to happen.

13
14

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much, Mr. Arakawa.

Line 706, Mr. Molina, you have a partial reduction.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, if I could make a

16

revision to that, change that to -- from 395 to

17

540,000 and have that placed under the Pu'unene

18

Motorsports Park.

19

I

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

excuse me.

Members,

20

line

21

West Maui District for Bond Fund requests.

22

a $450,000 bond request.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We are going to move now to the
There's

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Right above -- right above that, I
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2

believe, number 714.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

714, 714.

Thank you.

We will take up 714

3

at this time.

4

increase Lahaina Civic Center for emergency shelter

5

retrofit.

6

We have a request from Ms. Johnson to

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I think I had already made a

7

stipulation in another portion of the budget, so

8

whichever way the Council Members want to go.

9

believe that Project Impact really provided enough

10

basis for us to do something with the retrofit for

11

this being a shelter, and we also have the trailer

12

that is sited right next to the Fire Station in this

13

complex.

14

have that area as a shelter, we really need to make

15

the retrofit, rather than just do the study for it,

16

so whichever way we go.

17

there.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I do

So I really think that if we're going to

Okay.

I just wanted to get it in

Thank you.

Line 716, Members, I'm

19

asking that you consider the Chair's recommendation

20

of moving the sewer hookup project, which is a

21

$200,000 project and the Civic Center improvements

22

at 250, to move both to cash from the bond request.

23

Under line 720, road improvements for Bond

24

Fund West Maui District, we have a request from

25

Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and that is for specifically

2

Lahainaluna Road relief, being Keawe Street.

The

3

community does not support the extension of

4

Dickenson Street.

5

combined funds I think a little over $4 million from

6

the last CIP budget, some of it Federal and some of

7

it County, but the community does not support going

8

to the Dickenson Street.

9

Street.

We had a little over -- in

They want the Keawe

I know there's some issues that have been

10

brought up by the Public Works Director, but I

11

believe if we do not begin this project, we will

12

have serious problems.

13

earmarked for that.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So I want it specifically

Thank you.

Members, the lower

15

Honoapiilani Road improvements in West Maui is tied

16

to a 3.2 Federal match as well as -- I'm not too

17

sure if Public Works -- I can recall, but I'm not

18

sure if it's within the Keawe Street area, but I

19

believe there was some concern regarding ceded lands

20

and a question of that legal issue.

21

you to take that into consideration prior to

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair.

So again, I ask

This is not a

23

substitution.

This is an additional line.

24

Therefore, the Lower Honoapiilani Road improvements

25

would go forward.

So this is an additional
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amount --

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

-- that would be added into the

4

road improvements for the District, so it is not a

5

substitution, just so you understand that, because

6

that other money is actually earmarked for that road

7

improvement and it was moved out of the budget last

8

year when we shifted, and so it was reintroduced

9

this year, and I'm just adding additional 1.4 and

10

hopefully we'll be able to get Federal matching

11

funds for that also for the Keawe Street connect.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson for that.

Okay, line 724, we're under Parks and

13

14

Recreation.

We have a request of 950,000 in bond.

15

I have -- I'm recommending to you that I believe

16

this can wait, so I'm asking you to eliminate the

17

whole request at this time.
Mr. Molina, you have a partial reduction

18
19

proposal?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Mr. Chair.

Pretty much in

21

line with the other requests for soccer complexes or

22

fields at this time.

23

can wait, considering we have other concerns in this

24

community.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think it's something that

Thank you.

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, you have a
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partial reduction.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I reduced it because I think

3

that the acreage

4

acquisition of what I believe would be the site.

5

don't think that there was money included for the

6

actual completion of the soccer fields.

7

a little bit unclear about that, but I believe that

8

in my notations I had specified that we only secure

9

ten acres, and that reduced the amount

this would only be for
I

I'm -- was

10

substantially.

And the only reason I'm putting that

11

in is because, as I said earlier, the field that is

12

behind the West Maui Youth Center, or the Boys &

13

Girls Club now, that area was only to replace the

14

ballfields that were lost as a result of Moku'ula,

15

you know, that area being developed for a cultural

16

park.

17

space, and because the other area that I was

18

proposing, that would have been more for a park of a

19

different type, I didn't want there to be conflicts

20

where we do need the additional ballfields, so I

21

would respectfully ask for consideration of partial

22

funding.

So we did not gain any new soccer field

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Thank you.

Members, Bond Fund, we'll move to the
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1

island of Molokai.

2

Kaunakakai drainage project.

3

proposing eliminating funding.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We have 1.2 million for the

Right.

Line 732, you are

I was not sure, once

5

again.

I didn't look back in this.

I was trying to

6

look at areas where we could defer some of the

7

projects because there were so many things that were

8

being considered of such a great magnitude that I

9

was a little bit concerned that we're getting a

10

little over ambitious.

11

again, if these are tied to Federal funds, that's a

12

different situation, but I really do believe that we

13

have to look at trying to maybe balance some of

14

these things that we're moving forward on and look

15

at what we can realistically accomplish.

16

not see any evidence that we would be able to

17

necessarily complete all of that in the time given.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I think that if -- once

Thank you very much.

And I did

Bond Fund,

19

Molokai, under Parks and Recreation, 550,000.

20

735, we have a proposal from Ms. Tavares.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Line

My proposal is to reduce this

22

amount so that only the design is underway under

23

this fiscal year, and in the meantime I understand

24

that the Administration is considering a

25

condemnation process for that park, and until we own
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1

the park, I canlt see us putting this kind of money

2

into a structure.

3

when we had a long-term lease, but now I think park

4

acquisition is imminent, so it wouldn't hurt us to

5

wait a year until that's completed, unless we have

6

another update from the Administration.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I know welve done it in the past

Weill ask for a status regarding the

8

acquisition of Duke Maliu Park prior to the Chairman

9

asking for your decision on this request.

10

Line 737, the Chair has recommended that both

11

the One Alii Park improvements, as well as the

12

Molokai Baseyard request be moved from the Bond Fund

13

to cash.

14

Next page, Members, we are under lapsed bond

15

proceeds, Makawao-Pukalani-Kula, under Parks and

16

Recreation.

17

under line 746, Kokua Pool.

18

We have a proposal from Ms. Tavares

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The Kokua Pool I had taken out

19

because their third quarter unencumbered balance was

20

basically all of what had been allotted, and I

21

guess, Mr. Chair, my concern is that we have a lot

22

of projects in the Parks Department and not enough

23

personnel to manage all the projects, so try to look

24

at the ones that are closer to being done or

25

continuations and, you know, they're working on
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1

design I guess for the -- or I'd like to see them

2

work on the design for Kokua Pool and then actually

3

come out with what it's going to cost.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

So, again, we tie that

5

into line 751, which is lapsed bond proceeds for

6

Wailuku-Kahului on the Kokua Pool improvements.

7
8

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I'm sorry, I did that the wrong

order.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's okay.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

That's okay.

Okay, Members, that is all we

12

have under CIP for proposals.

This completes round

13

1.

14

intense and detailed discussion regarding proposals

15

and requests, adds and subtractions, and so we will

16

do that from tomorrow.

We will start round 2 when we can start the more

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chairman?

Ms. Tavares.
Yes, I was wondering as we were

20

going through these between bond, cash, and park

21

assessment and lapsed bond that it gets pretty

22

confusing, I think, been for me trying to follow my

23

notes around here, I get things backwards, but

24

could -- could we consider doing the worthiness of

25

the project first and then decide afterwards whether
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1

it goes bond or cash?

2

appearing in two or three places and, you know, I

3

may make a decision and then forget what we decided

4

later on.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because sometimes it's

I think that's a very good suggestion,

6

Ms. Tavares, so I will incorporate that.

7

Mr. Nishiki.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

You know, Charmaine brings up a

real concern, I guess, that all Council Members have

10

in regards to what she calls worthiness or what we

11

call priorities.

12

communicate with this Administration just because of

13

priorities, which projects they intend on doing and

14

which they don't?

15

because we as Council Members also want some of our

16

projects done, and so can we work with this

17

Administration to set up something?

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20
21

Is there any ability for us to

And the reason why I ask this is

I believe -Can we at least have a timetable

to get back to our constituents?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki, I believe that the Chair on

22

individual Members' requests as well as the whole

23

Committee's that I've asked time and again to the

24

departments to please prioritize your projects, and

25

if they fail to do so, we will do the prioritization
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1

for them, and you should be receiving communications

2

from the departments of what they consider to be

3

their priorities.

4

it, then we'll make that prioritization, but, again,

5

Budget Director, you've heard the comment from

6

Mr. Nishiki, so please inform your departments that

7

they have hours, not days, to start prioritizing

8

because this Committee will not stop its work.

9

Okay.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

Mr. Molina, any comments before

we adjourn for the day?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

Thank you.

Thank you.

13

15

So if you -- we did not receive

No, not at this time.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, anything before we

adjourn?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

I'd just like to thank the

17

Members who turned in, you know, their comments, and

18

I think it's really helpful for me, anyway, to see

19

some of the thoughts of other individuals on the

20

Council, and I appreciate the work of the staff

21

members.

22

called me on Saturday morning and -- for the

23

clarifications that I really thought that was above

24

and beyond, and I really want to thank them and I

25

want to thank you for being very dedicated.

I have to say they did a great job.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, anything before we

adjourn?

3

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

No.

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

Just for clarification, we've gone

6

through this whole thing today.

7

want all of our revisions by tomorrow morning or

8

suggestions or what is your timetable and plan?

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Tomorrow do you

My timetable -- if we followed your

10

timetable, Mr. Arakawa, we'd be done tomorrow, okay,

11

but realistically, Members, I know you're still

12

trying to digest the Chairman's proposal.

13

ask if you have questions of why the Chairman is

14

recommending a certain direction, to please ask

15

those questions, either individually or as part of

16

the Committee meeting.

17

I think I've been using the opportunities to explain

18

that I am looking down the road.

19

just looking at today's needs and not what we're

20

going to fund, it's just for today, that is one

21

thing, but I think it is only prudent of us to look

22

at the long-term picture and the physical condition

23

that we would like this County to be in to address

24

those future requirements.

25

I would

I'd be happy to explain, and

You know, if we're

And so, Mr. Arakawa, to bring to a head, your
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1

point, it's -- I don't know what the other seven of

2

you would like to do.

3

proposal of what I would like you to consider for us

4

to move forward, and that's why I've recommended the

5

cuts.

6

certain areas.

7

I'm recommending increasing areas that I believe the

8

community has spoken out.

9

I have laid out my plan, my

I've recommended reallocating funding to
I'm recommending delay of projects.

So, again, Members, I don't know how to

10

address that.

11

cooperatively and work from -- while we all have our

12

specific project interests, again, plate balance it

13

against the County's best, I think we can corne to a

14

satisfactory conclusion within the time frame that I

15

have proposed to you, and that is why this week,

16

with everyone's cooperation, I am planning no

17

requirements for any evening meetings.

18

I would just say that if we all work

Unless you are going to surprise me with some

19

major changes in revenue projections or spending, I

20

think we can do our job well and be prepared for the

21

public hearing meetings and conclude.

22

to conclude ahead of schedule, because I also know

23

of your concerns and interests in what revisions to

24

the County of Maui's charter we'll be presenting

25

before the Committee of the Whole in the very, very
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near future.
So while not to distract you or say that this

2
3

is not important, I think we are on time.

4

you for supporting the Chair in catching up what at

5

one time was a concern.

6

schedule.

7

Mr. Arakawa, I think we will, again, finish by the

8

deadlines that I have set for the Committee ahead of

9

schedule.

10
11

12

I thank

We were three days behind

I think we're now right on track, and,

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So tomorrow we're going to go

through and discuss each of the items and
CHAIR HOKAMA:

We'll start that.

And again, since we have

13

basically agreed to the working numbers, I would

14

like to start tomorrow's discussion on the expense

15

side of the ledger.

16

honest with you, Members, much room to move in the

17

revenue side.

18

being very realistic, and so I would hope you would

19

consider that, and if you are going to make

20

adjustments, look on the spending side instead of

21

the funding side.

22

Okay.

Because I don't see, to be real

I'm being very candid.

Mr. Kane?

Okay.

I think I'm

Staff, anything for

23

the Members before we adjourn for today?

24

Mr. Nishiki.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, hopefully tomorrow we'll
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1

have less restrictions as far as where we want to

2

go.

3

side, but I think perhaps many of us may have

4

different ways in which we want to look at the

5

spending, so I just kind of want to ask you if

6

tomorrow will be the time when we can look at how we

7

can spend this money.

8

concerns in some of the recommendations, but will

9

tomorrow be the time when we can actually have a

I know you want to talk about the spending

I see where I've got some

10

little more flexibility in discussing the parameters

11

of -- as, you know, Charmaine said, probably the CIP

12

is the biggest one, and I guess that's where I'd

13

like to have some discussion, anyway.

14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You will have your opportunity tomorrow,

Mr. Nishiki.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I will maintain and try and be as fair and

18

consistent as your Chairman as I've tried to be from

19

day one, so you will have your opportunity.

20

Okay, Members, if there's nothing else, thank

21

you very much for your hard work today.

22

time and we will see you tomorrow, so this meeting

23

of the 22nd is adjourned.

We are on

(Gavel) .

24
25

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.
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2

ADJOURN:

4: 24 p.m.
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